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Convicted Physician Has Not Paid Fine

Ammons'Parole Could Be Short

•
GARBAGE CAN TAGGING — James Burton of the Murray Sanitation
Department demonstrates the tagging of garbage cans that do not comply
with the local refuse ordinance. According to Jerry Wallace, sanitation
• department superintendent, the department will check every residence in
the city within the next six weeks. The ordinance requires that all garbage
cans be placed on the exterior of the residence at the driveway side,
Wallace said. He added that equipment failures, holidays and weather conditions occasionally make it necessary to change residents'scheduled pickup day.

Although Dr. James Ray Ammons, a
former Murray physician, was paroled
from federal penitentiary in March
after serving less than two years of a 15year sentence on drug convictions, his
freedom may be shortlived.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Fred Partin,
who prosecuted Ammons on the drug
cases, said the former physician still
has not paid a $5,000 fine assessed as
part of his sentence in June 1977, according to a story in Monday's Paducah
Sun.
Partin told the Sun that he will seek
Ammons' arrest unless he is given a
concrete reason why the money has not
been paid. The attorney was
unavailable for continent this-morning.
Ammons was paroled from the Atlanta, Ga., federal penitentiary on March
24, a Memphis, Tenn., federal court official said today. The official, who requested anonymity, said that Aminons
is working in the Memphis area but
declined to disclose the location or
whether the former physician has a
medically-related occupation.
Ammons' medical license was "temporarily suspended," according to Dr.
John C. Quertermous of Murray, president of the Kentucky Board of Medical
Licensure. Querterrnous said today
that following Ammons' conviction of a
felony in federal court, the board issued
a complaint against him.
The license could only be reinstated if
Ammons requests a hearing before the
board, which would make the decision.
According to Bill Schmidt of
Louisville, secretary of the licensure
board, Ammons has no medical license
in Tennessee and his physician's
license in Mississippi was revoked
following his federal court conviction.
Following Ammon's jury conviction,
Judge Charles M. Allen prohibited him
from further using scheduled drugs in
his medical practice.
Ammons was found guilty by a U.S.
District Court jury in Paducah in June

Budget Cuts Announced During
Calloway School Board Meeting
Budget cuts for the 1980-81 school
year, part of the $18,500,000 reduction
by the Kentucky Department of Education due to declining state revenues,
were announced during a special
meeting of the Calloway County Board
of Education Monday.
According to Dr. Jack Rose,
superintendent, the special education
program will be cut by $40,000. Another
$11,000 will be reduced due to power
equalization, a system to balance all
state school systems regardless of
wealth in the surrounding areas, Rose
Also, fees per student from the state,
following two separate cuts, have been
dropped from $20 to $5, according to
Rose. He said the $20 figure Was cut to
$15 by the 1980 General Assembly,
which Calloway officials had not been
figured in the budget cut. Then it was
reduced to $5 in the state Department of
Education cut.
Rose said a few minor reductions also
were made.
Workbooks and other school
materials will be distributed to students
at no cost, Rose said. He added the

board of education will attempt to get
some funds for the materials from the
state. Rose said he was not sure if funds
would be allocated from the state.
Rose said there was a slight possibility that, if school system funds become
tight, that students may be charged for
the workbooks. However, he said that
he felt that action would not be
necessary.
In other business,the board:
• Heard reports from Tom Dowdy and
Hal Winchester, members of the high
school band boosters, concerning class
schedule conflicts of a few band
members and the time and place of
marching band practice. A meeting
was to be held this afternoon with all
concerned personnel to work out any
existing conflicts.
• Was told by Rose that the new
stadium, currently under construction,
will not be completed for the Lakers'
first home football game — Sept. 5
against Marshall County. Rose said the
game will be played at Marshall; the
gate will be split (although Marshall
County cannot receive any money over
$1,000); Calloway will be permitted to

sell their programs; and Marshall will
sell concessions.
• Approved the request for a one-year
leave of absence from Nancy Lovett,
supervisor. Lovett will be working with
the Bureau of Education for Exceptional Children. Barbara McCuiston
was appointed to fill Lovett's position
while Linda Haak temporarily was
named to McCuiston's position at East
Elementary.
• Appointed Neil Casey assistant band
director. Resignations from Any Lane,
who could not be released from a contract with the Trigg County School
System, and Crawford Scarbrough also
were accepted.
• Named Karen Renee Norwood,
Rebecca Boyer Williams, L. Jackson
Wolfe, Nikki S. Blanchard, Rebecca
Wagar Cunningham, Linda Smotherman and William B. Miller as substitute
teachers; Barbara Rogers and Hilda
Mae Dick to food service; Clifton
Hughes as a high school custodian and
James Kenyon and Jerry Vance,
substitute drivers.
• Accepted a milk and dairy products
bid from Prairie Farms Co.

1977 on 11 drug trafficking charges. He
deposited a $5,000 cash bond to appeal
the conviction but agreed to drop the
appeal upon pleading guilty and no contest to subsequent charges of illegal
drug distribution and conspiracy to
smuggle about 800 pounds of marijuana

WASHINt.TON (AP) — President
Carter's new economic program will
cost about $29 billion, most of it in tax
relief, with the benefits to be divided
between individuals and business, congressional sources say.
Billed as an economic revitalization
program, it will stress modest tax
reductions and increased incentives for
business investment.
However, administration officials
say it will create several hundred thousand new jobs in 1981 and more in later
years.
That isn't enough for Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, D-Mass., who told reporters
after a White House briefing on the plan
Monday that it is "a step forward" but
that more should be done.
Carter is expected to announce the

Anderson has a real chance to win. "I
am not a champion of lost causes or
hopeless crusades," he said. "John
Anderson's campaign has made
tremendous strides."
At the same time, said Lucey,"I am
a Democrat today, I was a Democrat
yesterday.. and I expect to be a
Democrat on Nov. 5," the day after the
election.
Kennedy said he talked with Carter
about the president's new economic
blueprint, to be announced later this
week, and sees it as a major improvement over previous administration
positions. The president still "does not
go as far as I would go'!toward stimulation of new jobs, said Kennedy, but the
plan is superior to the "unacceptable"
approach of Reagan.
Kennedy declared also he • would
"campaign and campaign actively for
the president."
The Massachusetts senator took the
occasion as well to call Reagan's "twoChina" stance an issue which "raises
serious questions in the minds of the
American people about the competancy
of a Reagan administration."
But Reagan, in Loa Angeles, said his
call for an "official" U.S. link with
Taiwan was designed to end what he
termed the hypocritical claim of the
Carter administration that no such

program Thursday on the eve of the
Labor Day weekend. Carter evidently
hopes it may win him praise in Labor
Day speeches by union ...leaders next
Monday.
One congressman who was briefed on
the plan said it will include both tax incentives and direct spending to help the
nation's sagging industrial sector to
compete better with foreign business.
The congressman and another
source, neither of whom wanted to be
identified, said the president will also
propose a tax credit to help offset the
steep $15 billion increase in Social
Security payroll taxes scheduled to
take effect in 1981.
Another tax credit will be proposed to
reduce the socalled "marriage penalty" whereby married couples with two

incomes pay a higher tax than two
single persons.
Actual new spending on the program,
excluding tax cuts, would be between $2
billion to $4 billion in fiscal 1981 with a
request for authorization to spend a
total of $7 billion, including spending
after 1981, according to administration
sources.
Some of the new spending will be on
jobs training programs,sources said.
The president will propose that the
program take effect next Jan. 1. He
does not want Congress to act on it,
however, until after the November election, fearing lawmakers would yield to
election-year temptations to tack on
other benefits to win votes, but which
could boost the budget deficit and aggravate inflation.
^

If U.S. Attempts To Free Hostages

Militants Warn Of Possible Death
By The Associated Press
The Moslem militants holding 49 of
the 52 American hostages in Iran say
they will be put to death immediately if
there is another U.S. military attempt
to free them.
The militants added they are moving
their captives again to foil a rescue attempt being planned to improve President Carter's chances for re-election.
"Since the issue of the American
hostages is a key factor in U.S. policy as
the presidential election approaches,
the Americans are planning somehow
to escape the mortal consequences of
this development and to free the
hostages before the crucial decision by
the Islamic Consultative Assembly,"
said a statement from the militants
broadcast by Tehran Radio.
"If world-devouring America embarks on the slightest military move
before the fate of the spies has been
decided, both the attackers and the
spies will all be dispatched to hell on the
spot."
The militants who seized control of
the U.S. Embassy in Tehran last Nov. 4
said they were on "full alert" and were
moving the hostages they hold to new
locations. Thobe held in the towns of
Shiraz, Gorgan, Zanjan and Qazvin
have already been moved elsewhere,
they said without elaboration.
Today was the 297th day in captivity
for the 52 Americans. Three of them are
held in the Iranian Foreign Ministry in
Tehran, where they were when the embassy was occupied, and are not under
the control of the militants.
The death threat was similar to one
the militants made after the aborted
U.S. rescue mission April 25. They also

Former Gov. Lucey Picked By Anderson
substance. Reagan, moreover, charged
that Carter, not him, had been
hypocritical on the issue.
But Reagan and Carter appeared
headed toward a meeting of minds on at
least one score, namely that of restricting any White House debates to
themselves. The president has made it
clear all along he would prefer to meet
Reagan alone, and Carter campaigners
say they are eager for as many as six
debates.
Reagan said Monday he would prefer
just two debates, one on foreign policy
and the other on domestic issues. But,
in any case, both sides confirmed they
planned to discuss today the possibility
of one-to-one confrontations, possibly
outside the proposed format planned by
the League of Women Voters. The
league wants three debates, starting
'Sept. 18 in Baltimore, and has indicated
it would invite Anderson as the third
participant if he achieves a 15 percent
showing in the national polls by Sept.
10.
Anderson, a Republican Congressmen from Illinois for 20 years, has
fallen below that mark lately but hoped
his selettion of Lucey would give him
the spurt needed to enter a prime-time
television showdown with Carter and
Reagan.
I.ucey, in Washington, declared

term on the three convictions, his
sentence actually was "indeterminate"
under federal law, the Memphis court
official said. This makes him eligible
for parole "at such time as the U.S.
Parole Commission shall determine,"
according to the official.

Estimated Cost Of Carter's New
Economic Plan About $29 Billion

Reagan, Carter Discuss Debates

By LEE BYRD
Associated Press Writer
John B. Anderson, the unhappy
Republican, has signed on an equally
disenchanted Democrat as a running
mate, but he still may be left a lonely
bystander when it comes to the
presidential debates of 1980.
Anderson capped days of speculation
by naming former Gov. Patrick J.
Lucey of Wisconsin to the No. 2 spot on
his independent ticket Monday. Lucey,
once President Carter's ambassador to
Mexico and then a campaign leader for
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, declared
that he remains a dedicated Democrat,
but "Jimmy Carter has no chance at
all" to win this fall.
Kennedy, after meeting the president
at the White House, saw things differently. He said Carter's odds are "increasingly better every day," and he
publicly embraced the administration's
economic policy, once the target of his
severest criticism, as having been improved to the point that he views it as
"a step forward."
In Los AngeleseRepublican nominee
Ronald Reagan and running mate
George Bush took pains to clarify their
policy toward China and Taiwan, insisting that the flap over their contradictory remarks in recent days
repined more from semantics than

here from Mexico.
U.S. prosecutors sought to apply the
appeal bond to the $5,000 fine, but the
courts ruled the money should go to
Ammons' attorneys, to whom Ammons
assigned the bond amount.
Although itunrnons received a 15-year

relationship exists.
China long ago made a disruption of
formal U.S.-Taiwan ties a condition for
its own diplomatic relations with
America. When full diplomacy was
finally exchanged a year ago, the
United States dropped its embassy in
Taiwan and established, instead, a
private foundapon to handle American
interests. The foundation is funded by
the U.S. government and staffed by
State Department employes on leave.
Bush assured the Chinese leadership
that Reagan would not disturb that
fragile setup, but Reagan himself
declared that "I would not pretend, as
Carter does, that the relationship we
now have with Taiwan is not official."
Still, he added, he has no intention of
re-establishing full diplomatic relations
with Taiwan,in the sense of exchanging
"an embassy and so forth." But he does
favor the lifting of terms which he called petty and demeaning to the
Taiwanese, such as the bar against
meetings between U.S. and Nationalist
Chfna representatives in government
offices, Reagan said.
Reagan said that nothing in the
Taiwan Relations Act prohibits "official" ties. But the Senate Foreign
Relations Cor.unittee clearly stated
that the purpose of the bill was to maintain "unofficial" relations.

announced then that they were
transferring their captives to other
cities to foil future rescue attempts, but
U.S. officials believe most of them
never left the embassy.
Carter Administration officials
heatedly denied a report last week by
Washington columnist Jack Anderson
that the United States was planning a
military invasion of Iran. But Defense
Secretary Harold Brown declined to
say whether there might be another
rescue attempt.
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, the
leader of the Iranian revolution, has
empowered the new Iranian Parliament,or Majlis,to decide the fate of the
hostages. But three months after it first
met, the assembly is still dealing with
organizational matters at a snail's

pace, and there is no indication when it
will get around to the Americans.
Meanwhile, members of the hard-line
Islamic majority periodically demand
that the hostages be put on trial as
spies.
The prosecutor general's office announced that four more persons had
been put on trial on charges of participating in the big military plot
against Khomeini which the government said it unconvered in July. The
announcement said the four included a
woman,two clerks and a soldier.
About 500 persons were reported arrested in connection with the plot, and
more than 60 have been executed.
Tehran Radio also reported the execution of six more persons for drug offenses.

Special Program On Arthritis
Slated For Thursday, Aug. 28
A special program on Arthritis for the
general public will be held on
Thursday, Aug. 28, at 7 p.m. at the Community Room of the North Branch of
the Peoples Bank, according to Mrs.
Billy P'Pool, local chairman for the
1980 Arthritis Drive.
. Hal Leichhardt, associate executive
director of the Kentucky Chapter of the
Arthritis Foundation, will direct the
program which will include the Arthritis Foundation's first educational
film in several years, "Wherever You
Are." The drama-documentary is narrated by Actor Henry Fonda and has
received the "Cine 1977 Golden Eagle
Award in the Public Information and
Health Category" and the "Branze
Medallion" by the International Film
and TV Festival of New York.
Leichhardt will be available for questions and comments from those atten-

Modine Co. Phasing
Out in Paducah
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — The Modine
Co. sheet metal radiator manufacturing plant, in operation here 32 years, is
being phased out.
The company employed 213 before recent layoffs. Officials say 112
employees will be out of work when the
plant is closed.
Plant Manager Joe Brandell says the
decision to close was made "to
eliminate excess capacity in the company's sheet metal radiator company."
The firm was the oldest of 16 Modine
plants nationally.

Local Farmers Can
Apply For Assistance
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard announced Monday that farmers in west Kentucky may apply for emergency
assistance for damage to crops and
pasture lands June 1-Aug.1.
Farmers may file with the Farmers
Home Administration county offices.
Loans will be granted at five percent
Interest to qualified farmers who lack
other sources of credit.

ding concerning information aboiit arthritis and servces available from the
Arthritis Foundation.
Dr. Billy P'Pool, a local physician,
who has worked closely with the Arthritis Foundation in Kentucky will also
be present to comment from a medical
viewpoint.
Prior to the special program, a
meeting of all volunteer workers will be
held at 6 p.m. at the bank building with
special certificates to also be
presented.
Mrs. P'Pool urges all volunteers to
attend this 6 p.m. meeting and for the
general public to be present for the informational meeting at 7 p.m.
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sunny hot
and humid
Sunny, hot and humid today
and Wednesday. Highs in the low
to mid 905 both days. Clear and
warm tonight with lows in upper
60s.
Winds light and southerly today
tonight and Wednesday.
Extended Forecast
Little or no precipitation expected Thursday through Saturday with near normal
temperatures. Highs id the upper
80s to low 90s. Lows in the mid 60s
to around 70.
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Willing Workers Class Plans For
;It The Dalton Home

s

The Willing Workers class of
Sinking Spring Church met
August 18 in the home of Pat
Dalton. Carolyn Carroll, president, opened the meeting and
prayer was led by Carol
Turner.
Given at the meeting was a
report of a called meeting in
which the class voted to take
out the Rev. Frank Floyd, the
Rev. and Mrs. Billy Turner,
Tommy and Susie Scott and
Patsy Neale for a meal at
Seven Seas on Saturday during the revival. The men's
class was asked to help in this
project.
In another meeting on Sunday morning, the class
teacher, Kathryn Starks and
substitute teacher, Ruth Warren, were unanimously
elected for thefollowing year.
An election of new officers
was held with the following being elected: President:
Carolyn Carroll; vice president: Lynda Cooper;
secretary and publicity: Pat
Dalton; flower chairman:
Judy Smotherman; communi-

Joanne Windsor; historian:
Betty Gentry; project chairman: Bonnie Nute; social
committee: Patsy Neale,
Carol Turner; and Nancy
Bogard.
The group decided to ask
Ruth Warren to be in charge of
the installation of officers
which will be held Sept. 16 in
the home of Joanne Windsor.
Kathryn Starks was in
charge of the program which
was about how "God Speaks to
Us." She also read a short
story called -The Rattlesnake
Parable." At the close of the
meeting, the group stood in a
circle holding hands and had
special prayer.
Refreshments were served
by Pat Dalton to the following
members - Carolyn Carroll,
Judy Smotherman, Carol
Turner, Kathryn Starks, Betty
Gentry, Lynda Cooper, Patsy
Neale, and one visitor, Jo
Parks.
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SIDS Group Meet
SIDS, support group for any person who has lost a child
through the sudden death syndrome, accident, or illness, will
meet Thursday, Aug. 28, at 730 p.m. at the Calloway County
Health Center.
Lillian Robertson, GLPN, encourages all interested persons to attend the meeting for this support group.
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Jo Burkeen, Local Scene Editor

Coming Community Happenings Listed

Tuesday, Aug.24
Second day of membership
auditions of Murray State
University Symphony OrSteven T. Lax, Box 24, New chestra will be held from 9
Concord: Milton E. Jonesi,Byx a.m. to 5 p.m. in Room 324,
443, Murray; Timmie VO7Sex- Fine Arts Building, MSU. For
ton, 603ks North 18th Street, information call 762-4151, exMurray; Mrs. Mary Ruth tension 41.
Second day of auditions for
Overcast, Box 46, Hazel; Mrs.
male and female performers,
Rose L. Jones, Rt. 4, Benton.
Mrs. Ruby E. Neale, 303 ages 10 through 15, for the
South Fifth Street, Murray; Department of Speech and
Blanco D. Ferguson, Rt. 4, Theatre at Murray State
Box 795, Murray; Mrs. Alma University will be at 3:30 p.m.
E. Burkeen, Rt. 4, Benton; at the University Theatre.
James P. Taylor, Rt. 2, Box
Singles Class of Seventh and
79, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Esther Poplar Church of Christ will
Deering (expired), Rt. 1, Mur- meet at 7 p.m. at the church
ray.
building.

SPUN.NEWS
8-18-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Charette, baby boy (Diane),
710 Sycamore Street, Murray.
Adams, baby boy (Tina ),
Rt. 5, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Susan Cunningham
and baby boy, 116 East 18th,
Benton; William Daniel
Watts, Rt. 4, Mayfield; Mrs.
Peggy W. Wright, Rt. 1, Box
566, Hardin; Mrs. Mary
Louise Bidwell, 307 North
Seventh Street, Murray.

Tuesday,Aug.24
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
the Woodmen of the World will
meet at 7 p.m. at the home of
Diane Lyons.
Residential Solar Water
Heaters will be discussed at 1
p.m. at Empire Point, Land
Between the Lakes.
Pictures for seniors at
Calloway County High School
will be taken from 8:30 a.m. to
4 p.m. in the school cafeteria.

Thursday,Aug.28
Special meeting of all
workers for the coming Arthritis Drive in Murray and
Calloway County will be at 6
p.m. at the Community Room
of the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank. At 7 p.m. a
special program for the
genera public will be held including a film and comments
by Hal Leichhardt, state
director, and Dr. Billy P'Pool,
local physician.

Thursday, Aug.ZS_ _
Douglass Center'--will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by the Senior
Citizens with lunch served at
12 noon.

CA
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Wednesday, Aug.27
Golden Age Club will meet
United Campus Ministry at 11:30 a.m. at the
social hall
Luncheon will be at 12:30 p.m. of the First United
Methodist
at the Ordway Hall Con- Church for a potluck luncheon.
ference Room, Murray State A special program
will be
University. Dr. Steve West presented by
personnel of the
will be the speaker.
Calloway Public Library.
Blue and Gold Football
Murray TOPS (take off
-tti2Ta#1/
1 11
4
-4-77
--r1.1
will
Scrimmage and dance will be
Mothers Day Out will be at 9
pounds sensibly) Club
Health held at Stewart Stadium, Mur- a.m, at
MRS.BIDWELL
the First Baptist Churmeet at 7 p.m. at the
IRA G CORN, JR
ray State University. The ch.
AT JACKSON
Center.
Search the Seven Seas
ty missions: Mary Turner; orscrimmage will be at 7 p.m.
Mrs. Louise Bidwell is a paWranglers Riding Club is
over and you won't find
Gamma Gamma Chapter of and dance at 9 p.m. This is
phans home chairman:
a
better selection than
Jackson-Madison
tient at the
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
8-26-A
NORTH
"A man without patience
our engravable Anklets'
Neurological Beta Sigma Phi will have its free and open to the public.
Hospital,
County
-is like a lamp without oil.opening day meeting with a
7 20 Only
SIDS,support group for perUnit, Jackson, Tenn. 38301.
•K 5 3
District meeting of the
Andres Segovia.
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American
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Alcoholics Anonymous will
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Wolff in action with today's
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
Vulnerable: North-South.
Cheetah and Chong's
West cards.
of the West Kentucky
Next Movie
R
West led the diamond Dealer: North. The bidding:
Livestock and Exposition
queen to declarer's ace, but
Center, College Farm Road.
the falsecard -didn't work. North East South West
Thee Thurs. 3/21
Pass
1
Ladies day events at the
Pass
East played the diamond 1+
Ail pass
4•
Pass
7 10, 9 05
Oaks Country Club will start
deuce to show no interest in 2
at 9:30 a.m. Suzanne Oakley
Opening lead Diamond By AbigaiJ Van Buren
that suit. Declarer crossed
will be golf hostess and Doris
ONO
to dummy with a high club queen
w
OLIVIA
Johnson will be bridge
and passed dummy's heart
NEWTON -JOHN
GENE KELLY
eight for a losing finesse.
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The
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jack
East's
when
collapsed
three more tricks might
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DEAR
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completed
ace
Wolff's
Wolff knew there was no
all the others who complain about neighbors who mow their
Hazel Senior Citizens will
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painful
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dummy's spade king could play.
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ty Health Department will be
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day.
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However, it was solved when you mentioned it in a column Senior Citizens will be held at
2+
out his queen of spades. 1
showed
titled, "Ten Nays for Neighbors." We clipped it and
the Hazel Center from 10 a.m.
Declarer wondered what
ANSWER: Two hearts.
it to our neighbors, and I must say it did a lot for our good. to 2 p.m. with lunch served at
Wolff was up to, but he Often shows a six-card suit.
— Thru Thur. —
neighbor relations.
11:45 a.m.
ducked, playing Wolff to However, the rebid is perWe had to get it photostated because so many of our
Chuck Norris
Ellis Center will be open
have led from the queen and missable when no other bids friends wanted copies,including a guard at the White House
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for acjack (if from the unsupport- are attractive.
in Washington, D.C.!
ed queen, declarer should
I'm enclosing a copy with the request that you kindly tivities by the Murray Senior
--DIMON
Citizens with lunch served at
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
cover to promote the posiprint it again.
CO Box I2363. Dallas. Texas 75225.
ARLINGTON READER 11:30a.m.
10).his
of
tion
And Silent Scream
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
Wolff continued with the for
reply
DEAR READER: Consider it done.
spade four and declarer
SS A Carload Tues.
woy 121 S•7513314
ducked once again, hoping
TEN NAYS FOR GOOD NEIGHBORS
1) Thou shalt love thy neighbor, but not his wife,
a
\to,t feet are born perfect They should stay that way
0
nor shalt thou covet thy neighbor's house, or his car,
‘,69
or any other thing he owneth.
4
2) Thou shalt keep thy dog, and thy stereo, and thy
Coeur. Shopping Center
lawnmower quiet while thy neighbor sleepeth.
IlIglremy 641 •rcerlie
3) Thou shalt borrow from thy neighbor rarely,and
01144 , Toes , Sol 900.400 /
when thou doest, returneth undamaged and without
0144 , Than Fri 9 004 00 •.
delay that which thou hest borrowed.
Sirs I 00-5-00
Marada
4) Thou shalt not alloweth thy pets nor thy children
Thror
si5/7'
Sok
to run amok, despoiling thy neighbor's lawn, flower
Sat. neg. 30
M-W
beds and fence.
5) Thou shalt keepeth thy lawn green, thy fence
2-7
/
101
Size
painted and thy driveway uncluttered even as ye
they
where
thy
in
garage
shall also keep thy vehicles
belong.
6) Thou shalt watcheth always for criminals and
RSV
fires in thy neighborhood and guard thy neighbor's
home and his property even as thy own.
7) Thou shalt not useth thy home for any unsightly
31112R,,,
or illegal activity.
8) Thou shalt always stand ready to help thy
neighbor in his hour of true need, even as he does for
x
thee.
9) Thou shalt not parketh thy camper, nor thy RV,
Immo
nor thy van in the street where it blocketh thy
Warm tones, sharp style, and the Jumping-Jacks name
neighbor's view and createth a safety hazard to all.
I•14)
inside means shoes constructed in full-grain or suede
10) Thou shalt not hold wild parties or orgies that
lasteth until wee hours unless thou shalt inviteth thy
leather for a comfortable fit and durability, molded
neighbor too.
\7••••
unit bottoms insure wearability Quality means value
F R .,PR YARD OR NOR
•••
and Jumping-Jacks are America's finest fitting
NOT JUST•FEW
DEAR ABBY: Recently a local physician collapsed and
quality shoes.
SELECTED FABRIC
died while jogging. He had no identification on his person,
/
/
ITEMS ON SALE THAT
which caused much anguish to his family.
MAY NOT FIT YOUR
Your concern for people prompted me to ask you to please
PEG S2 99 v D OP MORE
PRESENT NEEDS"
tell your readers who run and jog to carry identification
with them. Thank you.
Portside
ROSEMARY SMALL, PRESIDENT,
y:41e
WASH.
SPOKANE,
AUX.,
GABARDINE
SOCIETY
MEDICAL
COUNTY

THE ACES'

Lindsey's
Jewelers

o

HEAR!

Andrew
Connally

Simple Courtesies
Mark Best Neighbors

3

WHAT HE PREACHES
WITH THE BIBLE
(17(4t

eleT Jumping-Jacks

Young Guys & Gals Take A
Firm Stand In Jumping-Jack

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

EVERY YARD
OF FABRIC
IN OUR STORE
ON SALE!

LOOK!!

W011.1%1911141"."

H:Ma

STRETCH TERRY
WOOLENS—VELOURS
DOUBLE KNITS

FABRICS
FOR EVERY
NEED
DRESS
SPORTSWEAR
CHILDRENS WEAR
FORMAL WEAR
MINS & BOYS
NIGHT WEAR
LOUNGE WEAR
DECORATIVE
UNIFORMS
CRAFT ITEMS
QUILTING
ETC. ETC.

scal
Stru
sea
(froi
yea'
unit
uni%
Gec

vomit—ovum
PLISSE —01AN•
COTTON QUILTS
DRESS PRINTS

COOL

PER YARD OFF

ALL FABRICS
VD OP MORE
RIG S2 99

TRIGGER —LININGS
CORDUROY— FURS
T.SHIRT KNITS
K KNITS
CLOTH
COUPE-DE-VILLE
PLUS ALL OTHERS

N-M-W
2-3
/
Size 81

DEAR ROSEMARY: Your request is reamonable
arid could benefit many. Consider it done.

It's Our Anniversary
Watch For Our Specials
In Thursday's Paper

Pier I Associate Store

•
fitillf

Store
Shoe

court Square Murray
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iturrar .Vurse—

Linda Clark Accepted In Program
Of Nurse-Midwife At Mississippi

MURRAY STATE GIVEN ANTIQUE PIANO — This 102-year-old rectangular, grand
scale piano recently was given to Murray State University by Mrs. Jo Travis Jenkins(left)
Strugis. Accepting the instrument on behalf of the university was Dr. Roger Reichmuth,
second from left, chairman of the Department of Music at the university. The others
(from left) are Eldon Matlick, a new music faculty member at Murray State and for five
years director of the Crittenden County band; L. C. Winchester, an employee of the
university's physical plant department; and Charles Stone, piano technician at the
university. The piano had been in the home of Mrs. Jenkins' late parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George J. Travis, in Marion and which was being sold along with its furnishings.

HEALTH
Lost interest in sex

atiA

•I

Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB — I was
wondering if there could be
anything physically wrong
with my husband or if it's
mental. He has lost all desire
for sex. We have not had sex
for 14 months. Everything
else is the same as usual. We
still communicate and love
each other and there is no one
else. He is 39 years old, 5-feet11 and weighs 220 pounds.
DEAR READER — A loss
of interest in sex for that
length of time at that age is
an indication that something
is wrong. Remember this is
just a symptom, not a diagnosis.
Some individuals, male and
female, lose interest in sex
because they're depressed.
That's so common that I'm
sending you The Health Letter
number 10-10. Depression:
The Ups and Downs of Life.
As you'll see from this letter,
depression is not always so
obvious and all of us are subject to some degrees of it.
Other readers who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it. Send your
requelt to me, in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,

Radio City Statkon, New York,
NY 10019.
Your communication may
not be everything that you
think it is. There's always a
possibility that he's having a
problem of impotence and he
protects his ego in the situation by suppressing any interest in sex. If that should be the
case, impotence is also only a
symptom and can be caused
by many things.
At 220 pounds, it sounds like
he is overweight. The reasons
for this could also be important. I would urge you to communicate with him and get
him to see a doctor for a careful review of his status. And if
no apparent. physical disease
is present, such as diabetes,
don't neglect the possibility of
depression. If so, he should get
some professional counseling
from a psychiatrist. You don't
have to be grossly incapacitated to have emotional difficulties such as a mild depression.
DEAR DR. LAMB
Do
you think I have stroke symptoms? I'm enclosing a newspaper clipping that describes
transient ischemic attacks,
whatever that is.

JUST ARRIVED
Corduroy Painter's Jeans
By Dee Cee
Downtown
Ct. Sq.
Murray

I stumble over footstools
and can't stand on a chair to
reach something for fear of
falling. Sometimes when
going to bed I can barely
make it. My fingers are numb
at times, too. I'm 85 years old.
DEAR READER — I read
the little item you sent me
from one of the newspapers.
It describes what some doctors in trie past have called little strokes itransient ischemic
attacks — TIAs). These are
attacks which cause symptoms like a stroke. You may
have a paralyzed arm or
weakness of a limb or loss of
balance and be unsteady. But
these are transitory.
These are not, symptoms
you have everytime you get
up on a chair or try to screw a
lightbulb in the socket. These
people actually look like
they're having a stroke but
the whole affair may last minutes or perhaps no more than
an hour and then the symptoms totally disappear.
A fairly high percentage of
people who have such episodes may have a complete
stroke in the not too distant
future and that's what the
news story you sent me was
all about. It's also been found
that the use of medicines,
such as aspirin, in individuals
who exhibit such symptoms
will often help prevent the
stroke.
Certainly anyone who has
such symptoms should see a
doctor for an evaluation. You
probably have balance problems, not little strokes, but
that should be evaluated also.

Linda Clark has been
notified of acceptance into the
Certified Nurse-Midwife Program at the University of
Mississippi Medical Center,
Jackson, Miss., where classes
will begin in late August.
The 15 month Program is
approved by the American
College of Nurse-Midwives,
and upon completion of the
program,the graduate is eligible to take the ACNM national
examination for certification.
The University of Mississippi Medical Center Program is
one of 23 approved programs
in the United States. Acceptance into the program is on a
highly competitive basis. Of
164 applicants for the fall class
at the Mississippi program, 12
were selected to enroll.
A Certified Nurse-Midwife
is an individual educated in
the two disciplines of nursing
and midwifery.
Nurse-midwifery is the independent management of
care of essentially normal
newborns and women,

Senior Citizens

Bardstown Trip Taken
By Group On Weekend
The Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens made a
special overnight trip to Bardstown on Thursday, Aug. 21.
After having dinner at the
"Old Stables," the group attended the drama, "The
Stephen Foster Story."
Friday morning, Aug. 22,
the group toured My Old Kentucky Home at Bardstown
before going to Frankfort for a
tour of the State Capitol, and
then to Lexington for a tour of
the Kentucky Horse Park.
Those in the group were
Robert and Hazel Crenshaw,
Roszella Henry, Lorene McCage, Bessie Dunn, Bertha
Emerson, Laura Bailey,
Ophie Steele, Fay and Raymond Pyle, Luvean Maupin,
Pearline Edwards, Clara
Heniche, Florence Houston,
Cuma and Albert West, Mary
Chambers, Anna Lou Jones,
Gladys Clark, Ovie Sue
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Every other week throughout
1980, the National Bridal
For brides-to-be Service will award another
who could use lucky couple $1,000 cash.
In addition, twenty-six free
$1,000 cash... honeymoons
and many
more merchandise prizes. The sooner you
register.the greater your chance of winning!
No purchase is necessary. Stop by and
register.

FURCHES
JEWELRY
113 S. 4th
Member National Bridal Service

430(:)

WHAT YOU SEE-- IS NOT WHAT YOU GETThe store
with the highest shelf prices in town often advertises
10 or 12 items at a very low prier, but remember, there
are about 10,000 items in the average Big John Store,
and Big John has the lowest shelf prices EVERY DAY!

Thurman's School Of Dance
now offering

Children's Classes
Ages 4 Through 17
Storting September

— Classes Will Include —

6 Basic Ballroom Dances
(Foxtrot - Cha Cha - Waltz
Rumba - Tango - Swing)

Disco Dancing
Children's Dances
A Minimum
of Every 9 Weeks

Register Any Time In
The Month of August
TViurmans
Scioo oi Dance

Phone
753-9756
No Answer
753-5950

Let Gibson's Fill
Your Freezer Now!
Call and Reserve Your Order Limited Quantities Are Available!

FOR WEDNESDAY. AUGUST 27, 1980
What kind of day will
could go unrecognized if
tomorrow be? To find out what
presented at the wrong time.
the stars say, read the
Patience needed in dealing
forecast given for your birth
with close ties.
Sign.
LIBRA
ARIES
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)-An,
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
It will be difficult to launch a
You may be knocking your
new work project. Pending
head against the wall about a
tasks take priority. Don't let
problem. What you need is a
work vexation affect your
new
approach.
Stress
health.
ingenuity. Be imaginative.
SCORPIO
TAURUS
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) net
°
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Perhaps you can't put your
Do not let the social whirl
interfere with work that has to finger on it, but a romantic
be done. Stay clear of those interest may have inner
threaten
that
who
would
needlessly blocks
closeness. Be wary.
complicate your life.
SAGITTARIUS
GEMINI
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )('f
( May 21 to June 20) U
Pressing work projects may
Domestic problems may
make it difficult to attend to interfere with time you
work obligations. Not a time to planned to spend with family.
mix business with pleasure. Unexpected visitors could
upset the domestic routine.
Accent new ideas.
CAPRICORN
CANCER
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
(June 21 to July 22)
Keep in touch with a new
Others may act contrary to
your ethics. No sense trying to friend. A touch of envy may
convert disinterested parties. make itself felt now. Others
Keep worthwhile ideas to may not mean exactly what
they say. Be on guard.
yourself.
AQUARIUS
LEO
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
( July 23 to Aug. 22)44g
A new work idea has profit
Others aren't in a sharing
potential. Meanwhile, don't let
mood. Stay clear of money
arguments. Not a time to existing financial probleips,
get to you. Avoid squabbles
finalize deals or to sign
about money.
papers. Stress prudence.
PISCES
VIRGO
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
• _7--A
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
k.
Others may seem cold or
Accent timing. A good idea
unsympathetic. Expect little
feedback now. Do your own
thing, but don't count on
others' cooperation.
YOU BORN TODAY have
leadership ability and are
naturally drawn to politics
and public service. You'd
make a good administrator
and have the ability to
manage others' resources.
Your critical nature and
interest in mental pursuits
attracts you to law, writing,
teaching and philosophy,

11v-A

Galloway, Christine Garland,
Lovala, Page, Kathryn
Deaton, Johnnie Elkins, Maggie Pruitt, Byde Steiner, and
Toopie and Chester Thomas.
The next short trip will be to
the Kentucky Dam to take a
ride on the "Belle of . the
Lakes," an excursion boat,
and have dinner at a
restaurant at the Kentucky
Dam Village. Any interested
persons may call 753-0929 or
753-8274 for information.

AWARD RE IPIENTS — Mrs. Linda Wright, back
right,
recently presented her musk students in a
recital. Performance award recipients for a recent program
were
presented to, left to right, Elizabeth Marquardt,
third
place, Stephanie Hays, second place, and David
Guzman,
first place. Others participating in the musical
program
were Barbara Allison, Joy Guzman, Benjamin
Wright,
David Guzman, Mary Anne Todd, Christi Reeves,
Jennifer
Wright, Rick Henniger, Robert Marquardt,
Dada
Youngblood, Sherri Rule, Sherri Hasty, Roger Hutson,
Tammy Holland, Julie Baker, Chris Adams, and Kriesta
Gaines.

Frost Acres All Green

Frances Drake
//.101109
4.

antepartally, intrapartally,
and/or gynecologically, occurring within a health care
system which provides for
medical consultation, collaborative management, or
referral and is in accord with
the Functions, Standards, and
Qualifications for NurseMidwifery Practice as defined
by the American College of
Nurse-Midwives.

lotereNi To

Your Individual
Horoscope

S TORES

Linda Clark

The nurse-midwife provides
care for the normal mother
during pregnancy sand stays
with her during labor, pro
',Wing continuous physical
and emotional support. She
evaluates progress and
manages the labor and
delivery. She evaluates and
provides immediate care for
the normal newborn. She
helps the mother to care for
herself and for her infant; to
adjust the home situation to
the new child, and to lay a
healthful foundation for future
pregnancies through family
planning and gynecologic services. The nurse-midwife p.
prepared to teach, interpret,
and provide support as an integral part of her services.
Ms. Clark, an associate professor of nursing, has been on
the faculty at Murray State
University for the past eight
years. In addition to teaching
maternal-newborn nursing,
she has taught prepared
childbirth classes, and has
been a frequent speaker at
workshops and other community activities.
She is a member of the
American Nurses' Association, the Kentucky Nurses'
Association; Sigma Theta
Tau, National Honor Society
of Nursing; the Nurses'
Association of the American
College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists; Alpha Lambda
Delta, Honorary Scholastic
Fraternity; Alpha Chi, Nitional Academic Honor Society; Alpha Delta Kappa, Honor
Society of Women Educators,
and is an active member of
First Baptist Church.
Ms. Clark is a major in the
United States Army Reserves,
Army Nurse Corps, where she
has been assigned 'with the
807th Combat Support.
Hospital in Paducah.
She lives on Murray Route
Four with her husband, Raymond, who is employed at
McKeel's Equipment Company, and son, Brent, who is a
junior at Murray High School.

Baby Limas
Peas
Frosty Acres Crowder
Peas
Frosty Acres
Butter Peas
Frosty Acres
Blackeye Peas
100% Pure Ground
Beef Patties

20 lb. Box $1 639

Frosty Acres Purple Hull

20 lb. Box $ 379
20 Lb. Box $1 399
20 Lb. Box $

1 279

20 Lb. Box $1 379
Lb. $1 57

2251.13. 32.511.
to

Sides Of Choice Beef b
Guaranteed Tender

41
lb

No Charge For Cutting, Wrapping And Freezing

GIBSON HAM CO.
107 N. 3rd St.

•00- • 0 Mon.-Fri.
Hours:.7'
5.°
7:00-12:00 Sat.

Phone 753-1601

r
r
r
"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"
r
we
r
,g.
r ''"••‘%wo.woo..,.....,%.",,,,%,..v."....N.
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Calloway Faculties Hold
In-service Day Monday
ii
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a session on teacher's stress during an inDr. S.M. Matarazzo, a professor at Murray State University, conducts
optional for all county system teachers.
was
in-service
The
School.
Middle
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Calloway
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service day Monday
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(from left) Jane Cothran, Susan Ramp, Dianne Jones and Euple Underwood work on
identifing learning disabilities students.
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(From left) Ray Dunn, Southwest principal; Reita Ladd;
and Maxine Burkeen work on a learning disabilities
student project.

111.
Nancy LaCourt(standing)also works with identifing learning disabilities students with (from left) Lorene McCage,
Crystal Parks and Betty Jackson.

(From left) Janice Stubblefield, Pat Dick and Dianne
Brown are shown working with a computer.

Marijuana May Be Leading Cash Crop
in Marion County,the scene of
more pot-crop raids than any
other county this year.
"I'd say there's more marijuana than tobacco grown in
this county," Greenwell said.
Marion County farmers
plant about 2,200 acres of
tobacco a year, with yields of
2,000 to 2,500 pounds per acre.
State police said the Marion
County area probably has no
more marijuana than any

LEBANON, Ky. (AP) — doing something like that," he
Tobacco brings Kentucky said.
Galbraith contended that
farmers about $500 million a
year but some state and police are overestimating the
federal law officials indicate state's marijuana production
that marijuana may be to get more money to expand
replacing it as the state's their drug-investigation units.
Drug enforcement agents
leading cash crop.
Estimates on how much maintain their estimates are
marijuana is grown are highly sound.
speculative and vary greatly.
"We've just barely scratchHowever, more marijuana
the surface," said Deteced
crops have been found in the tive Jody Greenwell,who lives
state this year than ever
before.
State and federal drugenforcement officials
estimate that sales of
Kentucky-grown marijuana
probably will reach at least
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (API
$600 million this year.
Officials said they base the — An attempt to reattach the
$600 million figure on con- right arm of an 8-year-old boy,
servative estimates. They one of two run over by a train,
figure on an average failed and doctors at Universiwholesale price of $200 a ty Hospital here had to
pound, on 500 pounds grown remove the limb.
His older companion, now in
per acre and on a discovery
a Louisville. Ky., hospital,
rate of 5 percent of the crop.
The discovery rate — the was reported in stable condimost speculative figure in the tion after undergoing similar
estimate — is "very likely" surgery during the weekend.
The rejoined circulation
less than 5 percent, said
Harold Brown, special agent system in Abdullah Frazier
in charge of the federal Drug Abcumby's arm failed MonEnforcement Administra- day, said Dr. John M.
Markley, who led an eighttion's work in Kentucky.
The figure is disputed by surgeon team during a 13u2Gatewood Galbraith of Lex- hour reimplantation operation
ington, director of the Ken- over the weekend.
Markley had warned earlier
tucky Marijuana Feasibility
Study Inc., which supports in the day that Abcumby
decriminalizing marijuana might lose the limb despite a
and turning it into a major positive prognosis just after
agricultural industry in the surgery. The boy returned to
the operating room for
state.
"There's just no way that observation late in the morn$600 million worth of mari- ing and Markley decided to
juana is being grown in Ken- remove the arm by afternoon.
"The boy is in good conditucky right now," said
Galbraith. "I'd be truly sur- tion and is no longer in any
prised if the crop this year sur- danger," hospital spokesman
passed $100 million." But, he Robert Potter said. "At this
point it's just a matter of his
added,"I just don't know."
Galbraith estimated that recovering from the amputamore than half of Kentucky's tion."
Abcumby and a Pontiac
big marijuana fields have
been discovered but that nine playmate, Richard Grinage,
out of every 10 smaller 13, suffered severed limbs Frigrowers -it- those raising day when a boxcar in a Ponbetween 10 and 100 plants for tiac Grand Trunk Western
personal use and limited:Sales Railroad yard was moved by
of surplus — are getting away an engineer who did not know
the boys were playing beneath
with it.
"It wouldn't surprise me It.
Grinage's condition improvthat 3,000 to 4,000 farmers are

other area but has been the
scene of more finds because a
Jefferson County police
helicopter was used to find
fields.
Police have found 107 acres
of the weed in Marion,
Washington, Taylor, Adair
and Russell counties, 65 of
them from the air.
U. Lewis Babb of the state
police drug unit said police
probably would find 250 to 300
acres of marijuana in Ken-
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REMEMBER
THE 10TH!

tucky this year, compared
with 20',-2 acres in 1979.
Officials said marijuana
growing has increased in Kentucky probably because it is
tremendously profitable and
entails little risk.
The first offense for growing
marijuana is punishable by up
to a year in jail and a maximum fine of $500 but officers
said few offenders serve time
in jail.

I'M
COLLECTING,
MRS
R.
PAUL...

c

WOULD YOU

COME BACK
TOMORROW?

Attempt To Reattach Severed Limb

Boy's Arm Operation Fails
ed Monday from critical to
stable, said Barbara
Zingman, a spokeswoman at
Jewish Hospital in Louisville.
Grinage was taken there
after the accident. Surgeons
then reattached his right arm,
using tissue from the stump of
his severed right leg. They
were unable to save the leg.
The 8-year-old had been
identified only as Abdullah
Frazier. But Monday, hospital
officials said his name was
Abdullah Frazier Abcumby
His parents are Brenda
Frazier Abcumby Bridges and

Charles Abcumby, who are
divorced. And hospital officials said young Grinage's
mother, Sharon Grinage, is
now engaged to Charles Abcimiby.
Hand Surgery Associates,
surgeons known for reimplantation of severed fingers and
limbs, spent 10 hours reattaching Grinage's arm, Mrs.
Zingman said. It will not be
known for at least another
week if the surgery was successful, she said, although
blood was flowing through the
arm.

1

Markley had warned that
Abcumby's arm, severed
above the elbow, never would
have been normal even if
surgery succeeded.

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month. They depend on you to write their pay
checks.

He praised the efforts of
neighbors and Pontiac police
and firefighters in immediately packing the boys' limbs in
ice.
"What anyone should do in
these cases is put the limb in a
dry plastic bag, put the bag in
ice water and not let it be
frozen or immersed directly,"
he said.

Equality Questions Stop
By JOAN J.CIRILLO
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — A
decade ago, Rosemary Gaffney
remembers, people kept asking,
"What do you girls really
want?" They don't ask that
anymore, she says, and on the
10th anniversary of the Women's
Strike fix Equality she sees leis
interest in talking about
feminism than in doing
something about it
There is also leas interest in
marching for feminism, which is
why, Ms. Gaffney said, it was
difficult to get women to help
organize today's Fifth Avenue
parade in commemoration of
the 10th anniversary of the
Women's F2tuality March.
Ms. Gaffney and Lynne
Shapiro — the co-chairwomen of
the parade — recalled in rent

interviews how easy it was to
enlist feminists to organize the
1970 march, itself a commemoration of the 50th anniversary of the day women won the
right to vote.
They also recalled how hard it
was to make the public
understand why the march was
being held.
"In 1970, we were dealing with
people who were twining around
saying we were bra burners,"
said Ms. Gaffney. "We had to
justify ourselves. People kept
waking around and asking as,
'What do you girls really
want?'"
Now, said Ms. Gaffney, -they
understand about the Equal
Rights Amendment and aborAnd now that women have
entered the wort force in large

numbers, the two said, women
have become preoccupied with
their careers, with little time for
mass demonstrations.
Both women also said the
women's movement has
splintered over the years, and
said the fragmentation has contributed to the lack of volunteer
organizers.
"In 1970, we wanted equal pay
for equal work,free abcrtions on
demand and child care," said
Ms. Shapiro. "Now we are concerned about rape, sexual harrwarnent, battered wives, the
Equal Rights Amendment, third
world and black women's issues,
union women and office
workers,and health care."
b1970, numerous feminist
writers and celebrities explained
feminist theories at the rally,
Ms.Shapiro said.
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PAY BY MAIL
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
'caught without the right change and you avoid the'
bother of monthly collections.
AF
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago

' EDITORIAL

An armed robbery occurred today
about 4 a.m. at the restaurant at Ken's
Truck Stop at Midway an the Hazel
Highway, according to Sheriff Clyde
Steele and Deputy Sheriff Maurice
Wilson. About $100 was taken in the robbery.
Betsy Anne Riley, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Vernon Riley of Murray, has
been named as one of the 10
Outstanding Young Kentuckians for
1970 by the Kentucky Jaycees.
Deaths reported include C. G. Gannon,81, and Marion F. Baker,67.
Pictured is Jerry Bowden, president
of the Murray Optimist Club, presenting a check for $250 to Jim Thompson,
vice president of the Murray Baseball
Association, to help with the expenses
of the Colt League Baseball Regional
Tournament held Aug. 13 to 19 in Murray.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Gedric B. Paschall on Aug. 21,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James Edward
Cecil on Aug. 21, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Snow on Aug. 22, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. W. R. Hollinger on Aug. 22,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hill
on Aug. 23.
Rib steak is listed as selling for 89
cents per pound in the ad for Storey's
Food Giant.

• Horse Sense Has
Beaten The Hot Sun
It has been an uncomfortably
hot summer. The upper-90s
temperatures and high humidity have made living in this part
of the country a sticky situation.
Even as fall approaches,
most weathermen have been
predicting the heat wave is far
from being over. That has
created the problem of hot
classrooms as school starts this
week. Local school systems
have adopted emergency procedures to handle the situation.
Although the heat has
created some discomfort here,
we are fortunate that no deaths
have been directly attributed to
the hot weather,as has been the
case in some parts of the country.
We are also fortunate to live
in this part of Kentucky —
where the elderly can open
their doors and windows
without fear. In some big cities,
authorities have said that some
heat victims might have lived if
they hadn't kept the doors and
windows of their non-air conditioned houses and apartments
bolted shut.
While we are counting our
blessings concerning the heat

wave, we should also add the
fact that public services were
not interrupted because of the
weather. Government and
private employees continued
this summer to do their jobs as
though the temperatures were
in the comfortable 80-degree
range.
Some uncomfortable hotweather jobs immediately
come to mind. Those who have
suffered most include roofers,
postmen, utility workers,
highway crews, farmers and
newspaper carriers. We are
sure many others could be added to the list.
We have noticed that good old
American ingenuity has been
revived by many workers to
offset the effects of the
weather. Many people who
work outdoors have shifted
their work schedules, with the
day starting at dawn and ending just after noon. Some have
come back for an evening work
shift, after the sun begins to let
up a little.
It has been a hot one, that's
for sure. But, the ordeal has
shown that those of us who live
in Western Kentucky can survive the heat if we put our
minds to it.

Letters To The Editor

J

Thanks To Community
Dear Mr. McCutcheon:
As parents of the Murray Little
League All Stars, we want to express
our thanks to a community that provides the opportunities Murray and
Calloway County does to its young people to accomplish what our children
have in the last few weeks. These boys
have represented themselves and our
community well and we were all proud
of them. They have experienced a once
in a lifetime thrill - becoming one of the
top six teams in the state of Kentucky.
It took many fine people to help them
throughout the years develop this skill
and their talent. We are especially appreciative of the Murray Baseball
Association and the programs it provides for youngsters in Murray to participate on organized baseball teams.
To all the men who have given of their
free time throughout the years to coach
and to teach baseball to our children
from T-Ball, Park League, Kentucky
League to Little League, "Thank You!
Your work was not in vain."
It is difficult to thank everyone
without leaving someone out, but there
are some people who deserve a special
thanks. First, we want all of the
businessmen in our community who
contributed during this tight economic
period to know that the parents will
remember you.
Our All Star Coaches were Manager
Steve West, and Coaches Jeff Oakley
and Cary Miller. In addition to coaching
the tournament games at Fulton, the
district championship with Henderson
at Murray, and the state championship
at Paintsville, these men spent hours
going over baseball fundamentals and
practicing with the boys in 100 degree
plus temperatures. To these men for
giving of their time and their
knowledge we say, "thank you," but
more important - you have earned an
important place in our children's hearts
and lives forever.
It was a real thrill for the team to see
local people supporting them so openly
at the District Championship. To all of
you who came, we're glad you did.
Paintsville welcomed our sons royally. Signs on the hotels, banks and
businesses greeted the Little Leaguers.
The Kiwanis Club gave a barbecue in
their honor and the New York Yankees
Farm Club baseball team honored
them at a Yankee game and gave them
souvenir batting helmets.
To our sons - Chuck Adams, Chip
Adkins. Jimmy Brannon, David Dill,
Greg Futrell, Ed Hendon, Jimmy
Kelley, Mark McClard, Shawn McPure, Mark Miller, Scott Nix, Chris
Padgett, Jay Watson, and Mark West iye can say with pride, "you did a fine
job of representing yourselves, us, and
your community. We are very proud of
your accomplishments; we wish you
could have won it all, but you are all
winners!"
Thank you Murray,Calloway County,
and everyone in this fine community for
reeking it possible for our sons to enjoy
this unforgettable experience.
Sincerely,
Jim & Brenda Nix
Clyde & Marilyn Adkins
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Steve & Tonda West
Cary dr Miirilyn Miller
Glenn &Peggy Futrell
Johnny &Georgia Adams
Martha &Earl Padgett
Terry &Janice McClard
Ronnie & Ann Watson
Jim &Sandy Brannon
Freddie & Gail Hendon
James de Joyce Kelley
Tommy & Jean McClure
Mike & Marilyn Dill
Little League Parents
— —
Say Amen
Dear Editor:
In response to the editorial of August
21, 1980 entitled "Discipline Is Duty Of
Parents, Not Teachers" let me say
"Amen". The desperate need of our
permissive society is for parents to
fulfill their God-given roles and bring
up "Children in the nuture and admonition of the Lord" (Eph. 6:1-4). Parents
should recognize that refined standards
of discipline in the home are essential
so that offspring may learn to live with
the restraints that are necessary for
greatest success in the adult world and
blessedness in eternity.
Special, moral and spiritual values
must be enforced and reinforced and
God has placed the responsibility upon
Parents not teachers, preachers, nor
relatives.
It was once said that there are three
eras of American history -(1) the passing of the pilgrim,(2)the passing of the
buffalo and (3) the passing of the buck.
The fact that we live in the latter of the
three is no more clearly pointed out
than in the case of delinquent parents.
Sincerely,
Bill Dillon
Box 395
Hazel,Ky. 42049

Good Will
To The Editor:
On a recent trip to the hospital in
Memphis, after stopping in Murray for
gas, my car wouldn't start. While I was
trying to find the problem and debating
as to what could be done on a Sunday
morning a young man drove into the
station. He came to my car and started
trying to discover the problem.
Since we were blocking a pump in the
station this young man, with the help of
a service station attendant, rolled my
car onto an adjacent parking lot. He
then began a serious effort to find the
difficulty.
After four to five hours work, and
hunting for repair parts, he had my car
ready for the continuation of my trip.
He did not want to take pay for his hard
work.
Before he finished I found that his
name was Stuart Henley. I felt the people of Murray would be proud to know
they had such a "good will ambassador" in their. midst. Since I am
seventAight years old I am very
grateful for his kindness.
Sincerely,
L. Taylor

Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

When Jimmy Became The President,
Billy's World Came Crashing Down
You would think the U.S. Senate
would be more concerned about the problems that perplex our nation today unemployment,inflation, the depressed
economy, unfair foreign competition
and the like - to waste time and money
on Billy Carter's Libyan caper.
The very thought that the President's
brash brother could have or did have
even the slightest degree of influence on
U.S. foreign policy is preposterous.
And, the $220,000 he allegedly got from
the Libyans or was loaned to him by
them is a mere speck on the bottom of
the bucket when compered with the
millions that wastefully flow through
the federal coffers every day.
+++ '
I know lam in the minority, but I feel
sorry for-Billy Carter and his family.
Only a few years ago, Billy was
managing the family's peanut business
— apparently a multiillion-dollar
operation — and supposedly doing a
pretty good job of it. Although he appears to be "just a good 'ole boy," I
suspect he was a pretty shrewd country
businessman.
I'll bet he was popular with the
peanut growers around Plains. No
doubt, Plains has its own Sykes Cafe —
just as we have in Murray — where the
farmers congregate at first light for a
breakfast of ham and eggs, grits and
hot biscuits, the latest market trends
and a lot of good, friendly fellowship. I
picture Billy being right in among them
every morning.
I also can picture him at his filling
station, joking with customers about
the weather, their fishing prowess or
any of a dozen-and-one other passingthe-time-of-day topics. I'm sure he enjoyed that.
And,I'll wager he looked forward to a
mid-morning cup of coffee with the
fellows at that little restaurant by the
railroad in Plains which since has
become so inundated by cameraclicking sightseers.
+++
All the while, Brother Jimmy was
making notches in the political tree.
Already governor of Georgia, he had
his sights on higher plains. "Let Billy
run the business," he probably thought.
"I'm going for the gold ring — the
Presidency of the United States."
Being the brother of the governor of
Georgia was notoriety enough for Billy
and his family, but suddenly
big
brother had smiled his way into the
hearts of America and WAS the President of the United States. And, when he
held up his right hand to take the oath of
office, Billy's world came crashing
down.
The peanut business would have to go
into trust, Billy was told. It isn't kosher
for a President to have a private
business. It might stir and tempt his
special interest nerves while in office.
So, Billy lost his job as manager of
the peanut business. I have a feeling
that really was all he ever wanted from
life, and I suspect he rues the day Jimmy announced he was going to seek the
Presidency, much less the day he was
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elected.
+++
Next, I can see Billy becoming terribly bored with life after that happened to him. It's enough to make a fellow
down more than his share of beers.
Enter the news media with its
cameras, talk shows, sanctimonious
commentators and reporters, and what
a catch they had in good 'ole Billy. He's
a character, no doubt about that, and
they lapped up his every utterance and
nationally televised his every move.
No longer could he have breakfast
quietly at the Little Red Hen, even show
up at the service station, or savor that
mid-morning cup of coffee with the
fellows.
Soon a fast-talking theatrical agent
was.booking him all over the country
for special appearances. He was paid
fees up to $10,000 for appearances at
such extravaganzas as Miss Piggy's
Pizza Beauty Pageant and the World
Belly Flop and Cannonball Diving Contest.
He was talked into endorsing and putting his name on a so-so brand of beer
and traveled far and wide promoting it.
+++
He lived it up — for a while — spending lavishly, babbling freely on all
subjects and personalities, drinking
heavily and moving into a $300,000
home. Heavily in debt, he suddenly
found his income on the skids. The beer
deal had dried up, and his personal appearances were few and far between.
He owed a lot of money. His creditors
were threatening foreclosure on his
home. He was in trouble.
Then he and the Libyans got together

20 Years Ago

somehow. They already had paid some
$300 million for a bunch of airplanes
and big trucks in the U.S. but have been
unable to get delivery on them — Libya
being an Arab nation and all.
They thought — as is Middle East
thinking — that they could get the
President's attention through his
brother. So, they were nice to Billy, invited him to visit, which he did, and in
the course of things he wound up with
$220,000 of their money.
Now, a panel of nine senators want to
know, what all, if anything, did he do
for that money.
If the Libyans thought they were buying White House influence, I have a
suspicion that they may have be-en
taken by an old Georgia country boy in
that respect - and that's a twist.
+++
I can't see the President, the State
Department or any top government official taking Billy into their confidence
and briefing him on all kinds of Middle
East secret stuff and foreign policy.
After all, he's been cutting and growing
kind of thin up for four years now. I
can't see Billy with any more influence
on our nation's foreign policy than I
have.
You'd think the Senate would be more
concerned with our real problems. At
first, I'm sure those nine senators
thought they would like all that free
television exposure at old Billy's expense. Now, though, I have the feeling
they'd like to shuck the whole affair as
gracefully as possible.
I get the feeling they don't quite know
how to deal with the ole country boy
from Georgia.

The Story Of
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Robert L. Ellison on Sept. 11, 1963, at his Almo home. Mr. Ellison
was the last known surviving veteran of the Spanish-American War in
Calloway County. He was buried in Memorial Gardens, north of the
city.
This was also the year that Linzy Beane grew a 102-pound
watermelon at Pottertown, but scarcely failed to compare with the
biggest watermelon bust ever to be smashed over heads of deluded
Democrats swarming the county court house the night of September 30 in what was claimed to be "Democrats finest hour." In a
year when the Republcians were sharply challenging the state general election with Democratic organization supremacy, standardbearer Edward Breathitt, Democratic nominee for governor; harry
Lee Waterfield for lieutenant governor, Frank Albert Stubblefield
for Congress, and Harry Sparks for superintendent of public instruction, assembled to spur a heavy turnout of Calloway voters to the
polls. Thus the opportunity was ripe for the disgruntled factional
members of the Democrats here in Calloway County to force specific
promise from Candidate Breathitt to construct a four-lane highway
north of Murray to link the county with the interstate system.
Personally, the writer talked at length with the candidate, specifically stating he had the alternative of having a few hundred Callowayans go on the opposition in the First District, or be given an
iron-clad promise the highway would be constructed. Candidate
Breathitt drew a diagram on the back of an envelope for Circuit
Court Clerk James Blalock outlining his pledge to build the highway,
in addition to making an oath of honor his pledge to build the new
road. During the address Breathitt held aloft the diagram and
repeated the pledge. Never was a vow more openly acknowledged,
never was a pledge more ignored after his election, a win by a slim
majority state-wide. Harry Lee won his race as did Mr. Sparks.
Not only did Gov. Breathitt short-change an honorable agreement
for the construction of a two-lane route out of Calloway County,
he also put the seal of approval to run 1-24 through his native Christian County instead of through Calloway. Most of the citizens became disgusted with the performance—except the ever-present job
holders. (Personally, the writers were content with the 1-24 route.)

To 111 Continued

Bess Kerlick, Nancy Thompson, and
Lucy Ann Forrest, teachers at
Calloway County High School, and
Jewell Dean Ellis of Murray State College, were among the more than 200
persons who attended the annual conference of Home Economics teachers
held Aug. 16-19 at Hardinsburg.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ola
Newman,85.
Paul Matthews, minister of the
Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ,
will be the speaker at the gospel
meeting to be held at the Hickory Grove
Church of Christ starting Aug. 29.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Webbie Rogers and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Clifton Smith.
Field's wieners, one pound package,
is listed as selling for 49 cents in the ad
for Johnson's Grocery.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre are
"Conunanche Station" ,starring Randolph Scott and "Man On A String"
with Ernest Borginne.

30 Years Ago
Calloway County Judge Hall Hood
said that the Kentucky Department of
the Highways will let a contract on
Sept. 15 for the construction of a bridge
and approaches on the Wiswell and
Crossland Road.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ellen
Bennett Foster.
Dr. F. D. Mellen spoke at the meeting
of the Murray Rotary Club held at the
Murray Woman's Club House. His subject was "Communism and Christianity." He was introduced by the Rev.
George Bell.
Miss Marion Copeland, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis R. Copeland of
Murray and Chattanooga, Tenn., was
married to Donald L. Sweet, son of Mr.
and Mrs. A. C.Sweet of Fresno, Cal.
"Dr. and Mrs. Jim Hart are building
a new home on North Eighth Street,"
from the column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
The Murray Little League All Stars
won over Clarksville, Tenn.,12 toll in a
baseball game. Donnie McCord and
Jerry Buchanan were the pitchers for
Murray.
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Thoughts
In Season
By Kea Wolf
Self deception, someone must have
said, is the root of all evil - or at least of
all other types of deception.
These words on this subject come
from the cynical but often inspired
French nobleman, the Doc de la
Rochefoucauld (1813-1680):
We cannot get over being deceived by our enemies and betrayed
by our friends, yet we are often
coldest to be so treated by
ourselves...it la as easy to
deceive ourselves without nodeIt as It is bard to deceive
others without their width's.
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Countdown To SEMO...
MSU Coaches Juggle Offense,
Freshmen Make Their Moves
As Murray State leaves its
two-a-day practices behind
and edges closer to its opening
game against Southeast
Missouri September 6,several
freshmen are making their
bids for close attention while
the offense undergoes several
revisions to build it toward a
peak.
Amongthe freshmen are 5,foot-9, 160 pound Jeff Mays
from Fulton County and
Evansville's 6-1, 180 lb. Terry
Suggs who have moved into
the third and fourth tailback
slots. At split end, 5-10, 165 lb.
Chris Biggers from Mayfield
has moved behind starter Anthony Robbins.
Holding the third and fourth
team places at fullback are 510, 210 lb. Neal Cummins from
Caldwell County and 6-0, 180
lb. Greg Wright from Heath.
One change to watch will be
the choice of Jeff Lancaster
from Hopkinsville as the
team's "long field goal
kicker" as designated by
coach Mike Gottfried.
Sophomore David Tuck will
continue to boot the shorter
ones.
In the offensive line, 6-1, 220
lb. Marty Burke of Humboldt,
Tennessee has moved up to second string left guard while 61, 205 lb. Ronnie Fike from
Memphis has taken the same
CHRIS BIGGERS pulls in a pass during a practice drill last spot at tight end.
On defense, the coaches
night. Biggers has moved up to the number two wide
have been impressed by the
receiver slot behind senior Anthony Robbins.

effort shown by Murray
High's Nick Swift, at 6-0, 195
lb., at linebacker.
Joe Warren, a 6-2, 210 lb.
defensive tackle who teamed
with May at Fulton County,
has moved up to the second
team.
Highly touted as a wide
receiver at Hopkinsville High
School, 6-2, 200 lb. Victor
Watkins has been moved to
the safety position as a backup
to senior Terry Love.
And at the shifting quarterback position, 6-2, 180 lb. Russ
Denstorff from Rockport, Ind.
has taken the fourth spot
behind Winston Ford, Gino
Gibbs and Mike Borowiak.
While the freshmen are
making noises behind the
starters, several moves, including a few surprises, have
been at,key offensive positions.
While Ford has moved
ahead of Gibbs at quarterback, Mike Heard, a 6-1, 235

Mayfield Serves Notice
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) —
One game does not make a
season, but Mayfield may
have served notice on its Class
AA football rivals Saturday.
The Cardinals, thwarted
last year in their bid for a
third straight state championship, used big plays for an 18-7
victory over Corbin, their old
playoff rival, in the 33rd annual Recreation Bowl at
Mount Sterling.
The victory earned Mayfield
the No. 1 ranking in Class AA
in the season's first
Associated Press high school
poll.
Defending champion Fort
Campbell was second in
balloting by sportswriters and
broadcasters. Despite the
loss, Corbin was third, follow-

ed by Somerset and Pikeville,
a 12-6 loser to Lexington
Henry Clay.
With Louisville teams idle
last week, perennial power
Trinity emerged as the team
to beat in Jefferson County 4A, receiving every first-place
vote.
St. Xavier was rated second,
followed by DeSales, defending champion Suter and
Bishop David.
Paducah Tilghman collected six votes to gain the top
spot in State 4-A, followed by
Bowling Green and Henry
Clay. Lexington Lafayette,
which demolished Campbell
County 47-6, was fourth and
Madison Central, which
routed Lexington Bryan Station 24-0, was fifth.

Defending champion
Franklin-Simpson led the field
in 3-A with six votes, followed
by Belfry, which shut out Montgomery County 12-0 in the
other Recreation Bowl tilt.
Newport Catholic, a 20-0
winner' over Simon Kenton,
was ranked third, followed by
Fort Thomas Highlands and
Russell, a 12-7 victor over
Paintsville.
Richmond Madison gained
seven votes after belting Estill
County 41-0 and led the pack in
Class A.
Dayton squeezed past defending champion Bellevue 7-6
and gained the No. 2 position.
Paintsville, despite the loss to
Russell, was ranked third.
Bellevue was fourth and
Harlan, which humbled Lynn
Camp 38-8, was fifth.

lb. transfer from Hancock
Junior College in Los Angeles,
has slipped ahead of Vernon
Broadnax at tackle. At the
other tackle, Phil Poirier, a
second team guard at the start
of practice, has taken over the
spot from Edgar Ray Currin.
At right guard, Brad
Johnson has moved ahead of
David Wooldridge while Dirk
Bowman has currently taken
over the starting center spot
from Norm Fell.
The defense has remained
predominantly intact, relying
on the results it showed last
year as, well as its improvement in the spring and this
fall.
The injury list is showing a
few minor cases, but no
casualties yet. The most
serious has been a hip pointer
suffered by number one
wingback Greg King, who is
questionable for the Southeast
Missouri game.
Jeff Gardner, a starting

Valley ConLENDING AN ASSIST, Murray State tailback Danny Lee Johnson, the Ohio
Vernon
ference's leading rusher during the past two seasons, helps offensive tackle
Broadnax do some stretching as he sits out the 1980 season.
Photos By David Had:Offs
Staff

Downtown
Ct. Sq.
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It will be played under game
conditions and will send the
first team against the rest of
the squad.

Curci Says Kentucky Should Be Picked Last
and seniors on the entire
By ED SHEARER
team."
AP Sports Writer
Nevertheless, Curci is'in a
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
a
Vanderbilt fans should be minority in his prediction of
pleased that the Commodores cellar finish. Most preseason
as
are not a unanimous choice to forecasts regard Kentucky
finish in the Southeastern Con- a dark horse in the race,.
The Wildcats are well stockference cellar.
Coach Fran Curci of Ken- ed in quarterbacks, running
tucky says his Wildcats will backs and have a fairly strong
first unit line. The Cats also
occupy that spot.
"I'd say we should rate will field one of the conabout 10th in the conference," ference's top defensive seconCurci said Monday as tie met daries.
With only 83 players on
with the SEC Skywriters.
"We're not ready for this. Our scholarship available to him,
a
schedule starts off awfully however, Curci will have
strong."
Asked if he were forgetting
about Vanderbilt, the team
that has lost 24 consecutive
SEC games, Curci said, "I'd
say they've got more experience than we have."
Curci cited a schedule that
includes Alabama, Oklahoma,
Indiana, Georgia and Tulane
and quickly quipped:
"I don't know if we'll have.
anybody left for Vanderbilt."
Curci also said there are
those who give his team a
chance, "but they don't coach
the team. We'll have four or
five freshmen in there at the
start. We have only 16 juniors

problem with depth if injuries
occur.
Kentucky received ine
before preseason practrhe
began when Shawn Donigan,
last year's leading rusher with
847 yards, suffered a shoulder
injury in a pickup baAcetball
game and required surgery.
Curci said Donigan will be
red-shirted this year.
Kentucky does have Chris
Jones, a sophomore speedster
who had 770 yards last year,
and running back Randy
Brooks returns after sitting
out a one-year suspension for

The physician at that tournament, Dr. John Schaman,said
Borg shouldn't have played at
all.
"He came to the tournament
with an infected blister on his
right hand," said Schaman of
Borg, who was married last
month and had not played
since
competitively
Wimbledon. "It was a problem that could have kept him
out for a long time.
"Then he hurt the knee and
the condition worsened. He
had to be helped off the court
during practice because of it."
Ironically, it was at the
Canadian Open that McEnroe
injured his ankle and was forced to withdraw in the second
round. But Dr. Irving Glick,
the Open's physician, says he
has been reassured by
McEnroe that the ankle is
fine. "He'll be able to play and
be effective," Glick predicted.
As for Borg. Glick said the
big test would come when he
does some hard running,from
the starts and stops on the cement surface.
With the health and psyche
of the top two players in doubt,
third seeded Jimmy Connors,
a three-time Open champion;
Vilas, the 1977 winner; No.5
Vitas Gerulaitis, a finalist last
year, and No.11 Roscoe Tanner appear to have legitimate
shots at winning.
Tanner, in the midst of a
slump that has seen him
without a tournament victory
In more than a year,
eliminated Borg in the
quarterfinals last year.
There is also some doubt
about the condition of some of
the top women's seeds.
Tracy Austin, who was 16

Earl Wilson and 210-pound end
Jeff Dennis.
Three starters are back in
the secondary — Chris Jacobs,
Andy Molls and Greg Motley.
They will be joined by another
of the suspended players,
Venus Meaux.
Meaux will replace Larry
Carter, a second-team allconference performer who
ranked along with All-SEC
middle guard Richard Jaffee
as the key losses from the 1979
team.
Kentucky opens its season
against Utah State Sept.6.
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SAVAGE-STEVENS SHOTGUNS
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The most popular single barrel shotgun ever made — now
checkered stork and fore-end.
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GLENFIELD PUMP SHOTGUN

$888

BY MARLIN

Glenfield Model 778

Glenflekl

U.L. Reg. 9.99

12 gauge pump shotgun 3 chambei 4 shot magazine. walnut lunshed hardwood
stock with recoil pad

Full or Mod. Vent R.G. Barrel
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when she became the
youngest Open champ last
year,is seeded first but comes
off a startling upset by 15-,
year-old Andrea Jaeger at
Mahwah,N.J., last week.
Still Austin may be in better
shape than No.2 seed Martina
Navratilova, who is plagued
with a back ailment. That problem forced her to withdraw
from a recent tournament in
Canada.
And Wimbledon champion
of
Goolagong
Evonne
Australia, suffering from a
chronic back ailment, Monday
informed tournament officials
she was withdrawing from the
Open. Goolagong, who was
seeded fourth here, had pulled
out of a tournament last week
in New Jersey with the hope
that the additional rest would
allow her to play in the Open.
This is the only major championship Goolagong never has
won. She has finished second
in the Open four times.
Jaeger is ranked eighth and
might be the Tracy Austin of
1980 — that is, a teenage
champion. Another possibility
Hans
18-year-old
is
of
Mandlikova
Csechoslovakia, who beat
Navratilova in the semifinals
and Jaeger in the finals at
Mahwah.
Then there is Chris Evert
Lloyd, who is aiming for her
fifth Open title. The third seed,
Lloyd has lost only once since
returning to the tour in the
spring — to Goolagong at
Wimbledon.
Another four-time champion, 36-year-old Billie Jean
King, won't be competing in
singles this year, but is expected to play doubles.

his part in a dormitory incident that had seven players
out for disciplinary reasons.
Sophomore Terry Henry
will operate at quarterback,
but the Cats will have two
others ready to go, Randy
Jenkins and Larry McCrixnmon, a 1978 starter who was
among the seven disciplined
players.
Curd says center Ken
Roark, a 230-pounder, will be
the best in the SEC this fall.
Kentucky's defense will be
headed by a pair of
sophomores, 252-pound tackle
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McEnroe Begins Title Defense With Sore Ankle, Confidence Down

JUST ARRIVED
Corduroy Painter's Jeans
By Dee Cee

tions before the preparation
for the first game begins.

In an announcement made
by Athletic Promotions Director Jimmy Wilder at the
Racer Club meeting last night,
the San Diego Padres Chicken
will be making an appearance
at Murray State on November
22 for the basketball game
against the England National
team.

At Least Vanderbilt Is Not Unanimous Choice

U.S. Open Will Not Be Easy
"Losing in the first round did
By BARRY WILNER
not help my confidence but I
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — just played badly, probably as
badly as ever.
Nobody said it would be easy.
"My ankle didn't bother me
McEnroe began
John
was
defense of his U.S. Open title at all against Austin. It
wasn't.
today with a sore ankle and fine, but my play sure
"I hope I can play a lot betbruised confidence, playing
work in
some of the worst tennis of his ter than that. I needed
it. I've
career. Not exactly the ingre- Atlanta and didn't get
since
dients of which championships played too much
Wimbledon," added McEnroe,
are made.
McEnroe is seeded second who lost in the finals there to
behind five-time Wimbledon Borg, who is also the French
champion Bjorn Borg of Open champion this year and
Sweden, who has never won in pursuit of tennis' Grand
the Open. Borg faced Guiller- Slam.
"There's no way you can
mo Aubone of Argentina,
listed a lowly No.182 in the say he's not the No.1 player,
latest computer rankings, in even though he's never won
his first round match today, the Open. He's beaten me in
while McEnroe took on big matches and won all the
Christophe Roger-Vasselin of big tournaments ... he's only
lost one match on the court all
France.
normal cir- year."
Under
That was to Guillermo
cumstance, McEnroe,the fiesin
ty left-hander from nearby Vitas, seeded fourth here,
Dotiglaston, N.Y., could be ex- the Nation's Cup. Otherwise,
pected to cruise past the Fren- Borg has been invincible,
chman. But these are not nor- though he might be at less
than his best at the National
mal circumstances.
"I'm not playing the way I Tennis Center.
A knee injury forced Borg to
should be," said McEnroe,
who lost to John Austin 7-6, 6-4 withdraw from the Canadian
in the opening round of a tour- Open final against Ivan Lendl
nament in Atlanta last week. of Czechoslovakia Aug. 17.

The scrimmage is expected
to be the last chance for
anyone to solidify their posi-

defensive guard, has some
fluid on the knee and is out for
an undetermined period of
time. Nick Nance, who bruised his shoulder, and Donnie
Wilson, who pulled a groin
muscle, are expected to be
ready to play in tomorrow
night's final intersquad scrimmage at 7 p.m.

Special

Model 2000 Leather Road Runner . . . 22.88
19.88
Model 2014 Road Runner
17.88
Model 2042 Lady Cascade
15.88
Model 1010 Wally Waffle
15.88
Model 1780 Oceania
14.88
Model 12329 Road King
14.88
Model 12319 Road Queen
19.88
Model 2002 Lady Road Runner
26.88
Model 4100 Blazer High Top
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Brett Doing Almost Everthing For Royals
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
George Brett is doing it all
for the Kansas City Royals
this year ...well, almost
everything.
Currently sporting a major
league-leading .398 average,
Kansas City's fair-haired
third baseman has been carrying a big stick since the AllStar break.
But he's only one of the
reasons that the red-hot
Royals are running away with
the American League West
pennant these days. Another is
Clint Hurdle, hitting .302 after
a 3-for-5 game helped the
Royals beat the Milwaukee
Brewers 9-3 Monday night.
"A lot of other guys on this
club deserve more publicity
than they're getting," said

Hurdle, "and if you keep
reading the papers, guys are
going to get mad because
George gets so much publicity .

AL Roundup
"But we've got to be
realistic," he added. "George
is hitting close to .400 and he's
the big story. Our attitude IS
that this is George's time. He
deserves the pubicity. Our
time will come. We'll all get
the recognition if we win the
playoffs and the World
Series."
Another reason for Kansas
City's whopping l7 -game
lead is Dan Quisenberry, the
submarine-delivery specialist
who leads the majors in saves

with 30. He nailed down Mon- hit safely in 42 of 45 games
day night's victory.
since the All-Star break.
Elsewhere in the AL,Seattle
Mariners 10, Orioles 5
beat Baltimore 10-5; Oakland
Jim Anderson's two-run
walloped New York 9-1; single capped a six-run first
Cleveland edged Minnesota 4- inning that sent Seattle past
3; Texas turned back Toronto Baltimore and halted the
5-1 and Boston trimmed Orioles' winning streak at
California 4-2 in 11 innings.
eight games.
Hurdle blasted a two-run
Winner Glenn Abbott, 9-9,
homer off loser Moose Haas, gave up 10 hits before getting
14-11, in the second inning to eighth-inning relief help from
send the Royals on their way. Shane Hawley, who earned his
Kansas City winner Larry 12th save.
Gura, 18-5, gave up eight hits,
The Mariners jumped on
struck out four and walked one Orioles starter Dennis Marin winning for the eighth time tinez, 3-3, for four straight hits
in his last nine decisions. in the first inning when they
Quisenberry provided relief sent 11 men to the plate.
help in the eighth inning.
A's 9, Yankees 1
Brett, meanwhile, collected
Mike Norris pitched a
two singles in four official at- sevenhitter and Rickey
bats to bring his batting Henderson collected four hits
average up a point. Brett has to lead Oakland over New
York before the biggest
regular-season Crowd in the
A's history.
Norris, 18-7, won for the
eighth time in his last nine
starts before the sellout crowd
of 49,300 on half-price night at
the Oakland Coliseum. He
The consecutive home runs struck out seven, increasing
erased a 4-3 Pirate lead.
his American League-leading
total to 138, and reduced his
Expos 3, Giants 1
A two-run double by Warren earned run average to 2.21,
Cromartie sparked a three- also best in the league.
The Yankees remained a
run fourth inning to boost
Steve Rogers to his first vic- half-game ahead of the Orioles
tory since July 16 and give in the AL East.
Indians 4,Twins 3
Montreal its victory over San
Joe Charboneau hit a
Francisco.
threerun homer in the fourth
Rogers, 12-9, scattered nine inning to pace Cleveland past
hits while striking out two and Minnesota and spoil Johnny
walking none,
Goryl's debut as manager of

McGraw's Walks Lead
To Free-For-All, 8-4 Win
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
Relief pitcher Tug
McGraw's intentional walk to
pinch hitter Joe Ferguson
turned into a tworun single.
His walk to Bill Russell turned
into a free-forall.
Los Angeles snapped a 4-4
tie in the ninth inning when
Dusty Baker singled home a
run and the Dodgers added
three more to defeat the
Philadelphia Phillies 8-4.
After Baker's run-scoring
hit, McGraw tried to intentionally walk Ferguson to load
the bases and set up a potential double play.
On the second pitch,
Ferguson leaned across the
plate and drove the ball into
right field, scoring two runs.
That brought shortstop Bill
RiisSell to the plate.
McGraw's first three pitches to Russell were well inside and had Russell leaning
over backward. The fourth
one hit him.
Russell rushed the mound
but never reached McGraw as
both benches emptied. The
umpires tossed Russell out of
the game, which brought Los
Angeles Manager Tom Lasorda screaming onto the field.
Lasorda also was ejected.
McGraw, however, only
drew a warning.
Davey Lopes, the veteran
Dodgers' second baseman,
was especially incensed.
"There will be a day when
McGraw hits (bats) and he'll
be dead, and you can put that
in the newspapers," said
Lopes. "That was bush. He's
got his day coming. I don't
care if it's eight years from
now.
"I thought he ha4 a little
more class. I
he
doesn't."
Lasorda charged that
McGraw should have been
ejected from the game.
"It was as plain as the nose
_

on your face that McGraw was
trying to hit him. He should
have been thrown out and
heavily fined.
"What gives him the right to
throw four balls at a guy who
had nothing to do with it (the
pitch that Ferguson hit),"
Lasorda said.
In other National League
games Monday night, Montreal defeated San Francisco
3-1, Atlanta outlasted Pittsburgh 8-6, Cincinnati blanked
Chicago 2-0 and St. Louis stopped Houston 3-1.

SPECIAL PURCHASE
1st Quality

RED WING

5

01:110Ck
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1st Quality 9" green leather,
comfortable rolled top band,
moccasin style toe, speed
laces, looped backstay, fully
leather-lined boot, cushion insole with inside arch lift for
comfort, steel shank for support, lightweight sure-gripping
heavy knurled block crept sole
and heel with strong polymeric
bond. Sizes 7 to 12-widths B-DE.
Reg. Price $79.95
SIR PRICE

$5995
X 2177

LOOKOFSKY
MENS WEAR,INC.
RED WING
SHOES

RED WING
SHOES

Dependable Since 1912
Downtown On The Square-Mayfield, Ky.

the Twins. Gory! replaced
Gene Mauch, who resigned
Sunday after spending 5',sseasons at the Twins'helm.
Dan Spinner, 12-9, allowed
eight hits and three runs in 523 innings to gain the victory.
Sid Morige earned his 12th
save with 31-3 innings of
scoreless relief .
Fernando Arroyo, 4-6, took
the loss.
Rangers 5, Blue Jays 1
Ken Clay and John Henry
Johnson combined on a fourhitter and John Grubb had
three hits, including a home
run, as Texas defeated-Toronto.
Clay, 2-0, acquired in the
trade that sent Gaylord Perry
to the New York Yankees Aug.
13, gave up two hits in six innings before Johnson took over
to gain his second save.
Red Sox 4, Angels 2
Jim Rice doubled in two
runs with two outs in the 11th
inning and Bob Stanley hurled
two scoreless innings in relief
as Boston defeated California.
Rice doubled over the head
of center fielder Rick Miller to
score Rick Burleson and Fred
Lynn. Mark Clear, 9-11, walked Burleson leading off the inning and Dave Stapleton
sacrificed him to second.
After Lynn was walked intentionally, Jim Dwyer flied out
before Rice lined a 2-2 pitch
for the gamewinning hit.
Stanley, 9-6, improved his
relief record to 3-0 and extended his scoreless-inning string
to 222-3.

Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
1611BESALL
TORONTO(AP) -- Team Rangers pitcher Ferguson Jenkins was arrested at
Exhibition Stadium and charged with
three counts of paganism under the
Narcotics Control Act, according to
p,olice
A check of the team's luggage uncovered one bag containing fair grams
ol cocaine, two ounces of marijuana and
two grams of hastuah
Jenkins, 1971 Cy Young award winner
and one of the premier right-handers ui
major league baseball, ii scheduled to
appear in Brampton, Ontario provincial
court Wednesday
(.UCAGO ( AP)- Chicago While Son
President Bill Veedt, 66, remained in
fair condition after bang admitted to the
Illinois Masonic Medical Center for
respiratory problems
NEW YORK I AP,- Detroit Tigers infielder Tom Brookene, who went 16-for29 and tut .522 over the past week, was
aimed the American Leagues Player al
the Week
Brookens hit safely in all seven Detroit
games during the week, stole three
bases, and went five4or4ive in one contest
Houston Astros relief are Joe Samba°
took Nation* League honors for winning
one game and saving another after appeering in six games last week. He pitched a total of 97.4 inning., allowed no runs
on two hits, walked none and struck out
seven.
TRACK
LONDON (AP,- Steve ()vett of Britain won the International Amateur
Athletic Federation Golden Mile for the
second time in three years at the Crystal
Palace track.
Ovett was clocked inS minutes, 52.9
seconds. while America's Steve Scott
was second in 333. John Walker of New
Zealand finished third just head of West
German Thomas Wessuahage, both
timed at 353.2
Other American. winners included Brian Oldfield, winner of the shot ixit
with a toss of 66 feet, 11,
5 inches; Karen
Schmidt, who won the women's javelin
with a throw of 202-6; Paul Jordan, who
won the triple pimp at
, Larry
Myrtclis, winner of the long jump at 264'.; Mel Lattany, who won the 100meters in 10.41 seconds and Rod
Milburn, winner of the 110-meter hurdles
in14:03.

NFC Central Open To Five Teams

NI Roundup
Cardinals 3, Astros 1
A run-scoring double by
Mike Phillips backed Don
Hood's four-hitter as St. Louis
snapped Houston's 10-game
winning streak.
Phillips's hit scbred Terry
Kennedy and, one out later,
Ken Oberkfell's grounder
scored Ken Reitz with the
eventual winning run.
Reds 2, Cubs 0
Tom Seaver and Mario Soto
combined on a two-hitter as
Cincinnati blanked Chicago 20, handing the Cubs their
seventh straight loss.
Seaver, 5-7, surrendered
just one hit over 61-3 innings in
his strongest performance
since coming off the disabled
list Aug.4. He struck out four
and retired 14 in a row at one
stretch.
Cesar Geronimo homered
for the Reds, his second of the
season.
Braves 8, Pirates 6
Dale Murphy drove in four
runs with a double and a
homer and Chris Chambliss
smashed a two-run homer as
Atlanta downed Pittsburgh.
Murphy drove in three runs
with a first-inning, basesloaded double and followed
Chambliss' home run in the
sixth inning with a solo shot.

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

McKay Warns Bucs Not A Fluke
By JOE MOOSHIL
begining to develop a winning
AP Sports Writer
-attitude and, although we are
CHICAGO (AP) - Coach still young, we now have more
John McKay warns it was no young veterans."
fluke that his Tampa Bay BucThe Bucs were No.1 in
caneers won the Central Divi- defense in the National Footsion title in the National Foot- ball League last season and an
ball Conference last season.
added year of experience will
McKay is probably right but help. Remember, this is only
defending the championship the fifth year in existence for
could be a lot tougher than Tampa Bay.
winning it. There is no super
Doug Williams remains the
power in the division and, as a quarterback and Ricky Bell
result, any one of five teams and Jerry Eckwood will hancould capture the crown with a dle the rushing chores. Jimlittle bit of luck.
mie Giles is a strong tight end.
The Chicago Bears won The team is lacking in quality
seven of their last eight games wide receivers. The offensive
to tie Tampa Bay with a 10-6 line allowed only 12 sacks,
record but the Buccanneers fewest in the NFL.
had a better record within the
Chicago came on strong last
division. The title went to the
Bucs, who fell one victory season when Mike Phipps took
short of making the Super over the quarterbacking
Bowl, while the Bears made duties. The Bears started out
the playoffs as a wild card 3-5 and their 7-1 finish was the
team and were quickly best in the league once they
decided the forward pass is
eliminated.
here to stay.
Tampa Bay and Chicago apWalter Payton remains one
pear to be the logical picks for
the title this time but there's a of the best, if not the best, runcry throughout the division of ning back in football. Payton
is even more destructive when
"Watch out for Detroit."
A 2-14 team last year, but a running alongside of Roland
serious contender this time Harper who missed the 1979
around? Why not if Gary season because of knee
Danielson, who sat out all of surgery. Harper is attempting
last season, regains his a comeback.
Defensively, the Bears were
quarterbacking form of 1978
and rookie running back Billy third in the NFL behind Tampa Bay and San Diego in
Sims Lives up to expectations.
Minnesota dominated the points allowed. Their first 22
division for years and finished players might not be as strong
with a losing record of 7-9 last as some other teams but their
season for the first time since strength hinges on depth.
"It takes 45 men to get
1967 and injuries absolutely
decimated the Green Bay through a season, not 22," said
Vice President Jim Finks,
Packers.
Tampa Bay will be as good
Detroit Coach Monte Clark
if not better than last year but first lost Danielson and a week
so will all the other teams and later it was Joe Reed. Rookie
the Bucs will not have the lux- :Jeff Komlo became a starter
ury of an easy schedule.
and despite a strong defense,
"I think anyone who feels the Lions never did get going.
the Buccaneers are just a one"I really don't feel our peryear fluke is sadly mistaken," sonnel is of the 2-14 variety,"
said McKay."Our players are said Clark. "We have some

outstanding talent in every
area."
This time around the Lions
have the easier schedule and if
Danielson can pick up from
where he left off in 1978 and
Sims lives up to expectations,
it could be an interesting
season for Detroit fans,
The Lions lost eight games
by eight points or less last

season including four at home
by three points or less.
The Minnesota Vikings went
through a transition period
last year but Coach Bud Grant
doesn't believe that was the
reason for a losing season.
Grant feels the Vikings had
won the division so often that
they took it for granted.

NEWPORT, R.I. (AP) Only the timing came as a surprise. To Ted Turner and his
crew, it was a relief, even
sought after.
They had suffered through a
long, ego-deflating summer one disaster coming upon the
heels of another. On Monday
afternoon, with little fanfare
and only a small cluster of
reporters on hand. Turner and
the crew of the 12-meter yacht
Courageous were put out of
their misery.
With all the pomp it could
muster, the New York Yacht
Club motored up to Bannister's Wharf in Newport
Harbor, where Courageous
was berthed, and informed
Turner he wasn't good enough
to continue his campaign to
defend the America's Cup.
The successful defender in

4
• '"';`,736

1977, Turner was placed on the
sidelines when past commodore Robert McCullough,
chairman of the New York
Yacht Club's selection committee, debarked from the
traditional blue launch and
said: "Thanks, Ted, you did a
hell of a job."
Turner's reaction was.
"There
are
more
humanitarian things I can do
for my country. It's just a
sailboat race - maybe the
biggest in the world - but it's
just a sailboat race."
Gary Jobson, Turner's tactician, added: "At least we
don't have to go through this
humiliation anymore."
The humiliation began early
when it became painfully
clear that Turner's archrival,
Dennis Conner, had put
together a superior crew
aboard the new 12-meter sloop
Freedom. Turner complained
that the Fort Schuyler Foun-
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Transactions
By The Associated Press
NatWest League
LOS ANGELES DODGERS-Placed
Reggie Smith, right fielder, on the 15.
day disabled list
Recalled Mike
Salads, catcher, from Albuquerque of
the Pacific Coast League
ST.LOU1S CARDINALS-Placed
Garry Templeton, shortstop, on the 15day disabled lat. Purchased the contract of John Martin, pitcher, tram
Arkansas of the Texas league
BASKE113ALL
Women'. Basketball League
SA N
FRANCISCO
PIONEERS-Traded l,iz &kat, guard,
to the Tampa Bay Sun for a third-could
draft choice next year
FOOTBALL
Canalise Foothill Lemur
HAMILTON TIGER-CATS-Cut Ronnie Rowland, running back.
Natiomal Football League
DALLAS
COWBOYS-Cut
Jeff
G omen, punter. Larry Savage a nd Gary
Padgen, linebackers; Jackie Flowers,
wide receiver; and Richard Solomon,
safety. .
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS-Cut Ben
Cowms, running back; Dale Markham,
defensive end; Cecil Youngblood, tight
end; Horace Perkins, detersive back;
Bunice Kirchner, center; and Darrell
Davis; safety. Placed Arnold Morgado,
fullback. and Clarence Sanders,
linebacker, on the injured reserve list
MINNESOTA VIKINGS-Cut Rule
Savich, kicker, and Skip Johnston,
punter
NEW YORK GIANTS-Cut Dave
Rader, quarterback, Gus Coppens,
tackle; Steve Alvers, center; Tony Hall,
wide receiver; and Don Barnett, tight

end.
NEW YORK JETS-Cut Bobby Batton, running back, Tim Morisco,safety;
Jim Zidd, linebacker, George Yager.
defensive Imernan; Dave Jacobs, placekicker. JIM Luanne*, tackle; Don
Lucas, wide receiver, and Sam Bowers,
tight end. Placed Saladin Martin, cornerback, on the injured reserve list
PITTSBURGH STEELERS-Cut Fred
Abderson, defname end: Ray Syndor,
tight end; Jim Ferranti, Larry Douglas
and Nate Johnson, wide receivers, B111
Ring, running back; and Tunch llkin,
center
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS-Cut John
Singleton, defensive lineman; Mike
Scott and Harry Wilson, wide receivers;
Reggie Haynes, tight end; and Artie
Shankle, ruuniung back
SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS-Waived
Joe Pellegruu, defensive tackle, Don
Hopwood and Brad Streeliran, defensive
ends; and Terry Anderson, wide
receiver. Placed Herb Williams, defensive back,and Don Sutton, center, on the
injured reserve 1st.
TAMPA
BAY
BUCCANNEERS-Traded Jimmy DuBose,
fullback, and a future draft choice to the
Miami Dolphins for Norris Thomas,cornerback, and Gary Davis, halfback
Waived veteran punter Dave Green
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
MINNESOTA
NORTH
STARS-Signed Tim Young, center, and
Brad Maxwell, ciefenaeman to multiyear contracts.
WINNIPEG JETS-Appointed Gary
Smith ass scout.
COLLEGE
BENTLEY-Named Barry Harerick
cross country and track coach.

McCrimmon Still Wants To Play
to keep low and keep your
By CHARLES WOLFE
knees bent.
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)"Me and Jenkins are pretty
Despite a year of suspension good passers and Rick is a
and a disastrous spring prac- pretty good runner, too," he
tice, Larry McCrimmon still added.
wants to play quarterback for
McCrimmon might have
Kentucky. Mostly, however, been the man for the others to
he just wants to play.
beat this fall. He earned a
"That (quarterback 1 is starting role midway through
what I was recruited as and the 1978 season as a freshman
that's what I'd like to play," and exhibited a powerful passthe Tampa, Fla., sophomore ing arm. It appeared he would
said in an interview. "My be in the lineup for three more
main objective is to stay at years, giving badly needed
quarterback, but if I feel that stability at a crucial position.
But that changed the followplaying another position
would be better for me,I think ing spring when a 19-year-old
woman charged McCrimmon
I would switch."
Sophomore Terry Henry, and seven other players raped
howeve,r, has refused to give her ins dormitory.
A grand jury found no
up the job he earned last
season. Two other quarter- evidence to support the
backs - Randy Jenkins and charge, but Coach Fran Curci
Rick Buehner - also are suspended the eight for the
1979 season.
fighting for the job.
"I really am happy to be
But the competition has back and able to play
this
bred no ill feelings among the year," McCrimmon
said. "Sitfour, McCrimmon said.
ting outs whole year is really
"Each one of us worked with a mental strain on you
more
each other on different things, than a physical strain.
I felt
what we feel each person is like I was only
a small part of
weak at," he said.
the team. Just coming out and
For example, McCMcCrimmon practicing with the guys was a
said,"Terry is a good quarter- thrill for me, but I would much
back. He is not a great passer, rather have been out there
but Terry is a great in- playing."
spiration as far as running.
But McCrimmon was unable
"Just watching Terry, I've to seriously challenge Henry
learned a lot about running. during the Wildcats' spring
To be able to move, you have drills.

End For Courageous Comes As Relief For Turner
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer

Major Leagues At A Glance

"We'd have been here even
if we had known how it was going to turn out from the beginfling," Turner said.
Several days ago, Turner
had openly beckoned the blue
launch, yacht racing's version
of the Grim Reaper, when he
said: "Whenever they come,
we'll be glad to see them."
Observers here, however,
had not expected the ax to fall
quite this soon. The New York
Yacht Club has until Sept. 11
to chose which yacht will defend the "Auld Mug" against a
foreign challenger beginning
Sept. 16.
"I'm 100 percent behind the
committee," Turner said.
"They did the right thing."
The committee's action left
Freedom to battle it out with
Clipper, skippered by young
Russell Long. Freedom is 5-0
thus far in the final trials,
while Clipper is 3-4.

dation, which put together the
Freedom effort, had violated
the Cup's Corinthian ethics of
pure amateurism by injecting
professionalism into its campaign.
Then came a series of
mechanical failures, primarily in the mast, which broke
three times.
Last month, in an effort to
improve his results, Turner
took Australian tactician Ben
I,excen aboard Courageous.
He was discovered and Turner
was suspended from the final
portion of the observation
trials.
Coming in to the final selection trials, Turner had a
dismal record of 6-20. He was
1-5 after six matches in the
finals.
"It was a pleasure to be part
of it again," Turner said,
biting his tongue. "We gave it
our best shot, and I enjoyed
every rinute of it.

"Mostly during the spring, I
was bothered by a lot of injuries," he said. "I had a bad
ankle, then I got a couple of

ribs cracked. But that wasn't
the whole problem. It took me
a little too long, I would say, to
get back into my game."

Free Lance Photography
Weddings.. Reunions,,,
Parties.. Anniversaries,,,
Social Events...Athletic Teams

DISCOUNT PRICES
Call 753-5771 - Ask For Lee Gambrel!
108 N. 15th St. BSU Building Murray

Final Week!

Pend
qoadk
Famous Make

living rooms!
dining rooms!
bedrooms!
family rooms!

Medea-134w
Southside of Square in Mayfield
Phone 247-1951
Satisfied Customers Built Our Stores
Convenient Iledget 1.r.,
Available
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Insurance Contract Renewed

Polish Strikers Resume
Negotiations Today
With Government
By SUSANNE SCHAFER
Associated Press Writer
GDANSK, Poland (AP) —
The Polish strikers resumed
negotiations with the government today after the Communist regime made another
concession and restored
telephone communications
with the Baltic strike area.
There was no immediate word
on the outcome of the latest
talks.
the
Meanwhile,
government-controlled Central Council of Trade Unions
began meeting in Warsaw,
and informed sources said
trade union boss Jan Szydlak,
already fired from the Politburo, was certain to be stripped of his union job amid
possible sweeping changes in
the trade union structure.
The sources, who requested
anonymity, said they believed
the 40-member presidium of
the Trade Union Council
would be sharply curtailed
and include many new
members considered more acceptable by the strikers.

Katherine Wise Is
Superintendent Of
Pennyrile State Park
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Katherine Wise, 58, is the new
superintendent of the Pennyrile State Resort Park near
Dawson Springs, the only
woman superintendent currently in the parks system.
A native of Dawson Springs,
Ms. Wise was business
msaruiger of the park for eight
years prior to her appointment. She also worked at the
park from 1961 to 1968 as a
part-time reservations clerk.

FHA Declares
All Counties
Eligible For Loans
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Farmers Home Adrninsitration has declared all 120 Kentucky counties elibible for
emergency loans to offset
losses from this summer's
dry, hot weather.
A joint release from Kentucky Sens. Walter "Dee"
Huddleston and Wendell Ford
said any fanner in Kentucky
may apply for emergency loan
assistance to recover crop and
pasture lasses caused by the
heat wave.
Applications for loans
should be filed in county FHA
offices until May 26, 1981.
FHA loans are made to
qualifying farmers who lack
other sources of credit for
loans to cover the qualifying
damages and losses. The loans
are made at 5 percent interest.
Amounts in excess of the
lass needed to restore production or to make major adjustments in farming operations are also available.

1479

The government changed its
stand Monday after the
strikers refused to continue
negotiations until there was
full telephone service. They
shouted,"No! No! No!" when
asked by their leader if they
would drop that demand.
The announcement that the
government had agreed was
made by Lech Badkowslu, a
spokesman for the InterFactory Strike Committee,
who said the concession paved
the way for the resumption of
talks.
Anna Walentinovic, a strike
leader, said a call from Gdansk to Warsaw went through in
about five minutes.
Leszek Walesa, head of the
comnuttee which represents
some 150,000 striking workers
in the Baltic industrial region,
said the strikers might
reciprocate by eliminating
some of their remaining
demands.
"The basic thing is to fulfill
our demand for free trade
unionism. So perhaps some,
but only some,of the demands
can be dropped," he said,
without elaborating.
However, he told the
strikers who have been occupying the giant Lenin
Shipyards in Gdansk since
Aug. 14: "We are not waiting
for small achievements but
for big ones. We stay here for
five years if need be."
The regime also agreed to
broadcast the first 20 minutes
of each negotiating session,
and Gdansk Radio played a
tape from the central committee's first meeting on Saturday with First Deputy
Mieczyslaw
Premier
Jagielski.
After that session, Jagielski
said the regime would consider relaxing some aspects of
censorship but rejected the
strikers' demand for an increase in the average monthly
wage from $170 to $237.
The strike began in reaction
to rising meat prices resulting
from the government's decision to abandon subsidies to
keep meat prices down on July
1. As the walkout expanded,
the central strike committee
expanded its demands to include social and political
reforms, including free trade
unions, an end to censorship
and the release of political
prisoners.
On Sunday,Communist Party chief Edward Gierek said
the workers would be allowed
to choose their own union officials in secret, democratic
elections, with no limit on the
number of candidates. But the
strike leaders said that did not
go far enough and the strike
would continue.
Gierek also fired Premier
Edward Babiuch and eight
other top officials and promised new economic and production plans. It was the most
sweeping purge since the 1970
Gdansk price riots toppled
Wladyslaw
chief
party
Gomulka and left 50 dead.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The state government has
renewed its health insurance
contract with Blue Cross-Blue
Shield of Kentucky at an increase in rates of between 14
and 22 percent.
The $50 mllllon contract includes all state employees,
state retirees and boards of
education, covering more than
90,000 subscribers.
The state's contribution f,.
each employee will increase
22 percent, while state
employees with dependent
coverage will be paying 14
percent, or $5.42 a month,
more. The new rates become
effective Oct. 1.
LARGEST CHECK —
Carol and Richard Poe,
shown
are
above,
holding Monday what
was perhaps the "largest"
check to be cashed at the
Bank of Murray in a long
time. The Poes, newly appointed Southern Baptist
foreign missionaries to
Chile, were presented
the check as a love offering from the First Baptist Church in Sunday services. The Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker, minister of the
church, is
pictured
behind the check. At
right, Poe endorses the
check, complete with the

David And Julie
Expect Second
Child In October
NEW YORK (AP) — David
and Julie Nixon Eisenhower
are expecting their second
child in October, a family
spokesman here confirmed.
Jenny, the first child for the
Eisenhowers and the first
grandchild for former President Nixon and his wife Pat,
celebrated her second birthday at a family party at her
grandparents' New York
townhouse 11 days ago.
account number and
loyins look on. Poe has
The Nixons' other daughter,
signed by the church
served since 1977 as BapTricia Nixon Cox,and her hustreasurer, while his wife
tist campus minister at
band, lawyer Edward Cox,
and bank teller Denecia
have a 1-year-old son,
Murray State University.
Christopher.
The family spokesman told
the New York Daily News
Monday that Julie and David
Eisenhower have not decided
where she will deliver the
Nixon's third grandchild:
years in stage and film, died Show" on CBS-TV in 1958.
either in Chester County, Pa.,
earlier in the day at Memorial
The new "92nd Street" is a where they live, or in New
Sloan-Kettering Cancer remake of the 1930s film York City.
Center here. The hospital said musical.
Julie has been working on a
he said been suffering for
After the show, the cast book on her mother while
some time from a rare blood turned out at the Waldorf- David has been writing one on
cancer.
Astoria Hotel to drink, eat, his grandfather, the late
At his side when he died dance - and wait for the President Dwight D.
were his second wife,- Karla, reviews.
Eisenhower.
and Gregg Champion, his son
Merrick declined to talk
by his first wife and one-time about the loss of his director or
dancing partner, Marge anything else except what the
Champion.
critics would say.
"He never gave the impresAsked if he thought ChamLOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
bad,"
sion that he was that
pion's death might affect the Motorists on Kentucky's
said Ginny King, a dancer in future of the show, he replied,
highways will find adequate,if
"42nd Street." She said Cham- "I won't know what the future
expensive, fuel supplies durpion had been away from the of the show is until I see the
ing the Labor Day weekend,
show "only when he absolute- reviews, will I?" The first
according to the Louisville
ly had to be — when he was so reviews included mixed ones
Automobile Club.
sick he couldn't stand up."
from The Associated Press
The club's latest survey of
Champion began his profes- and The New York Times.
service stations along Kensional dancing career at age Both reviews had special
tucky's major highways show15 in the Coconut Grove in Los praise for the dances
ed the average price per
Angeles.
choreographed by Champion. gallon at full-service pumps is
He appeared in Broadway
A memorial service will be $1.25 for regular, $1.32 for
revues before World War II held Thursday at the Winter
premium and $1.29 for unleadand after serving in the Coast Garden Theater. Proceeds of
ed gasoline.
Guard returned to a dancing a performance of "42nd
Self-service prices ranged
career in Hollywood. In the Street" after the service will
from five to seven cents lower,
late 1940s, Champion turned to be used to set up a Gower
with the average price at $1.18
choreography.
Champion Dance Award for regular, $1.27 for premium
He appeared in such films Fund.
and $1.23 for unleaded.
as "Mr. Music" and "Show
PAINTING
Diesel prices had dropped a
for
Boat," won Tony awards
When painting a room, penny since the last survey
his. work on "Hello Dolly!" begin with the ceiling. Then do
and averaged $1.16 a gallon,
and "The Happy Time," and the walls, followed by the
the auto club said.
choreographed and directed woodwork and trim, and,
Five percent of the stations
"Bye, Bye, Birdie." He said finally, the floor. A neater job
reported being out of one or
his first wife, the former can be made of doing the doors
more grades of fuel, but the
Marge Belcher, starred in the if the metal plates over the
survey showed adequate sup"Marge and Gower Champion locks are removed.

Winner Of Two Tony Awards

Champion Dead At Age 61
By HENRIETTA LEITH
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Gower
Champion, winner of two Tony
awards and producer and
choreographer of such Broadway hits as "Hello, Dolly!"
died at the age of 61 just hours
before the opening of his latest
venture on the Great White
Way.
Champion's death was announced Monday night as the
curtain rang down on the
opening performance of the
new musical "42nd Street,"
which he had directed and
chorographed. The announcement from producer David
Merrick, as cast members
wept, stunned the audience,
and the theatergoers filed out
in silence.
The Lllinois-born Champion,
a veteran of more than 30

Representative
Elected Chairman
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Rep. Mark O'Brien, DLouisville, has been elected as
chairman of the Southern
Legislative Conference.
The conference is comprised of state legislators from 15
southern states and Puerto
Rico.
O'Brien is the first Kentuckian in 20 years to head the
SLC. He succeeds Rep. Kenneth Royall Jr., Senate majority leader in North
Carolina.
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For Christ's
sake.
This should be the reason for our every action.
Most of us go through the motions of the faith into which we
have been reared. We do this or that because the church has
told us to or the other members expect us to.
Is that what it means to have faith and belong to a church
family'
We don't think so. The Christian Church Disciples of Christ)
was founded on the principles of individual freedom and diversity in religious thought. Each person is encouraged to relate
to Jesus Christ in his or her own way.
Each of us has been given unique talents and abilities. The
church offers many and varied opportunities to put them to use
as each sees fit. Putting your faith to work in your everyday
life the way you understand His teachings is all that matters.
We welcome you to share this freedom and fellowship with
us this Sunday.

State Personnel Commissioner Dick Robinson said the
increase was due to increased
medical costa, more benefits
to state employees and more
employees using the benefits
last year.
The elimination of in-patient
diagnostic testing, effective
Oct. 1, is designed to encourage patients to avoid be-

mg admitted to a hospital
overnight for testing that can
be handled in out-patient
facilities, Robinson said.
The major medical deductibles will increase from $100
to $200 for the single coverage
plan and from $200 to 9400 for
the family plan. Those
changes will take place Jan. 1,
1981.

Chrysler To Pay For Parts
DETROIT (AP)— Chrysler
Corp. will pay for parts and
labor in certain repairs on
Plymouth Horizon and Dodge
Omni cars if needed in the
first two years or 24,000 miles,
the company said today.
Several reports last week
said Chrysler would pay for
parts only. Spokesman Tom
Jacobowski called those
reports "incorrect" and said
he did not know where they
originated.
Chrysler said only a
"limited nwber" of °nuns
and Horizoni"tf which about
750,000 have been built, were
likely to experience problems
in the areas covered —
distributors, front wheel bearings, oil pumps and differential transfer shaft bearings in
the transaxle.
Those items normally are

Office Of Student
Development To
Receive Grant
A grant of $64,154 has been
awarded to Murray State
University office of student
development for its Upward
Bound Special Services program.
The program assists disadvantaged students.
News of the grant was
received from the office of
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard,

Fuel To Be Adequate
plies would be available.
According to the survey, 48
percent of the stations are
staying open after 8 p.m. on
weekdays,72 percent are open
after 6 p.m. Saturday, 60 percent are open on Sunday and
14 percent are operating 24
hours a day, seven days a
week.
About 80 percent of the stations are expected to be open
for regular operating hours on
Labor Day,the auto club said.

covered in the usual 12-month,
12,000-mile warranty.
Chrysler released a letter to
Omni-Horizon owners asking
that they send the original
repair order to the company to
be reimbursed for their expenses in repairing the items
mentioned. Owners should
keep a copy of the order,
Chrysler said.

Two Missing,
Three Injured
In Accident
SMITHLAND, Ky. (AP) —
Two men were missing and
three injured following a
towboat accident on the Ohio
River at the Smithland Locks
early Tuesday, according to a
spokesman for the Corps of
Engineers.
Chuck Schumann said the
two missing men are the pilot
of the towboat Linda Lou and a
laborer who was working for
the J.A. Jones and Teer Construction Co.
The firm has been involved
in closing the fixed weir at the
Smithland facility so the river
can be closed and the pool
raised behind the dam,
Schumann said.
"The first indication that
something was wrong was
when a barge was seen passing through gate bay 11 at the
locks with a man clinging to
the side of it," Schumann said.
The man and two others
were recovered from the river
and taken to an area hospital
for examination of possible injuries,Schumann said.
Lockmaster Wayne Kelly
said the towboat and one
barge overturned but he did
not know what the barge contained. The towboat has sunk
and the barge is adrift, he added.
Schumann said all contractor personnel and all Corps
personnel and equipment is
being directed in the search
for the two missing men.

Lyndia Cochran Dance
& Gymnastics Studio
An

Openings For Beginners
6-7-8 Yr. Old
Every Tues.$:15 p.m. $12.00 per month

753-4647
Studio 9th & Fair Lane

Keep In Touch With The

ONE TIEA
Don't leave school this fall without subscribing to The Murray Ledger &
Times Newspaper. Keep in touch with local and county news of friends,
family and community — all a part of the Home Team.

$295° I
Anywhere in the
U S for 9 months

Enclosed is my check for $29.50 for a student subscription for nine months.

NAME
SCHOOL
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
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the

North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister
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Furniture for the Consumer
By BARBARA MAYER
Al' Newleatures
The winner of this year's
American Society of Interior
Designers Award for residential
furniture design says he has
found a discrepancy between
what consumers want and what
manufacturers and retailers
are giving them.
Allesandro ( he uses only his
first name), who was singled
out by the ASID for his design
of a startling, curved table for
-Baker Furniture, has gotten acquainted with American homefurnishingsconsumersin
frequent appearances in stores
around the country to promote
his lacquered furniture designs.
"I travel, I ask questions,
and I listen to the answers because it is important for a designer to know," he said at his
showroom in New York. He discovered that while there are
differences in lifestyle and
taste from area to area, there
is broad agreement among
American consumers.
"People want to live with
simplicity, with elegance, with
good design and good color,"
he said. And they want products that are easy to care for
and of good quality to help
them to do this. "But the manufacturers want to play it
safe," he added.
For example, he recently designed a new, extra large
placemat. At a meeting to
present the new design, everyone was enthusiastic.
-Great idea, they told me.
But it will never work," Allesandro recalled.
"Why not? Because retailers
don't have a shelf large enough
to store the placemat, they
said. So you will build a new
shelf, I told them."
This willingness to build a
new shelf, or, in other words, to
take
chances and
make
changes for the purpose of living better or more vividly is
what makes Italian design so
popular in the United States,
added the 39-year-old native of
Rome, who has done more in
his career so far than many designers twice his age.
At 13, Allesandro was studying painting and sculpture in
Rome. He was one of the
youngest artists to work on the
restoration of Florence's palazzos after the devastating
floods there. He acquired the
technique of creating remark-

LIVING/ DINING

a
tal
REFLECT()DESK-TABLE: It features an "impossible" unsupported curve. The secret is in the .engineering, says
designer Allesandro. The table costs about $1,700
able, lacquered faux finishes —
which are his trademark —
while studying art in Florence,
Venice and Paris. He became a
designer in Paris.
Then, at the urging of his
present business partner, Sal
Lanza, he came to the United
States 10' years ago. His lacquer pieces, costly, one-of-akind objects, were a hit with
the rich and powerful. The
unique quality of the designs
led to offers from manufacturers to design products for
the mass market.
His first attempt was the lacquer furniture collection for
Baker, an expensive but suc-

cessful offering. Next came upholstery fabrics, broadloom
carpet, china, stemware, flatware, table linens. Domestics
and wall-coverings collections
are planned in the next few
years.
No matter what the product,
his design philosphy does not
vary.
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Housing Industry Is
Bellwether For Economy
By KRISTIN GOFF
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The
housing industry has long
been viewed as something of a
bellwether for the economy as
a whole.
Usually, housing construction and sales begin to
fall sharply before recessionary conditions spread to
the rest of the economy. But
sales and building also pick up
earlier than the broad

economic recovery and in the
process increase demand for a
wide variety of raw materials
and such consumer goods as
appliances and home furnishings.
In that context, the latest
figures on the housing industry may carry implications for those who are not
even thinking about buying or
selling a home.
Figures released by the
government this past week
showed a 4.8 percent increase
in the rate of new housing construction begun in July compared with housing starts in
June.
That was far less than the 33
By EARI. ARONSON
the trunk. Nutrient
percent spurt in the prior
cartridges
AP Newsfeatures
are inserted into the
month and it has led some
hose-attached feeder chamber.
economists to
question
This has been a summer of
Insert the feeder into the
severe heat and drought, and in
whether a strong rebound in
ground in a circle at the exmany areas water has been rathe housing industry may be
treme outer edge of branch
tioned. Your trees, a vital
growth. Inserting the feeder at
further away than they
source of oxygen, shade and
the base or crown of the tree
thought.
wind protection, may have sufwon't help much.
One thing that has dampenfered. Even if they survived,
they may need years to recover
ed hopes of a quick rebound in
Properly-cured gourds make
from damage.
home sales is the recent inexcellent fall and holiday decoAn economical and effective
rations. Pick them from your
crease in interest rates, which
way to conserve water while
garden or buy them when the
raise costs for builders as well
giving trees needed nourrinds are hard and the .stems
ishment during difficult — and
as mortgage costs for prospechave begun to shrivel and
normal — times is through root
tive buyers.
they'll stay bright and firm.
feeding. A regular monthly root
Don't allow the gourds to be exMortgage rates had climbed
feeding during the growing seaposed to frost because this will
above 16 percent in many
son will expedite drought recovdamage the flesh, which will
ery, or prevent damage if done
areas earlier this year then
decay rapidly.
before severe weather condidropped as low as 11.5 percent
Wash gourds in a solution of
tions occur.
along with a general slide in
nonbleaching household disDeep feeding while root sysinfectant and dry thoroughly.
interest rates last spring.
tems seek water will cause
Discard bruised ones. Cure by
In recent weeks, however,
roots to grow downward. This
hanging gourds in mesh bags in
will establish a stronger tree,
mortgage rates have begun
a cool, well-ventilated place not
less apt to be a pushover for
climbing again — to about 13.5
exposed to direct sun or artithe wind.
percent in some mortgage
ficial heat.
With a root feeder you don't
When the gourds have dried
markets. The cost difference
have to wait until water seeps
and hardened, coat them with
down to the vital area. In clay
between 11.5 percent and 13.5
transparent furniture wax. The
loam, it takes four hours to
percent amounts to about $90
bright colors of ornamental
soak one inch into the ground,
more a month on a $60,000 30gourds will last a few months.
notes Ethel Daniels of West
year mortgage.
They look nice in fall flower arDes Moines, Iowa, whose firm
rangements, as door decora(Ross Daniels) has been mak"Over the next several montions,
or
as
a
ing root feeders for many
centerpiece in a
ths, mortgage rates are more
fruit bowl.
years.
likely to go up than down. This
A root feeder poked into the
means that a further housing
ground sends a controlled sup( Any queries about gardening
ply of water and nutrients to
recovery is likely to be very
problems must be accompanied
the root zone, where it goes to
slim," commented Otto Ecksby a stamped; self-addressed
work immediately. The water
envelope.)
tein when the latest housing
and specific, formulated food in
figures were released this past
solution are absorbed by hair(For Earl Arqpson's "Associweek. He heads Data
like feeder roots. The nutrients
ated Press Guide to House
need water to carry them to
Resources Inc., a Lexington,
Plants," send $1 to House
the feeder roots at the exPlants, AP Newsfeatures, 50
Mass., economic forecasting
tremities of the root system
Rockefeller Plaza, New York,
company.
and about halfway inward to
N.Y. 10020.)
Michael Surnichrast, chief
economist of the National
Association of Home Builders,
predicts that the housing
recovery "will be nipped in
the bud" unless the recent rise
Assistance for form purchases, farm refinance, conin mortgage costs stops.
vert short-term to long-term, livestock and machinery.
Even at that, economists
Minimum S150,000. Call toll free:
generally don't see the hous1-800-228-2702
ing industry getting any worse
American Midland Inc.
than its worst point in May.
2/15 Se. 132nd St.
But the housing recovery
Omaha, Nesbraske 68141
since then may simply stall at
current levels for much of the
rest of the year.
In the first seven months of
this year, construction was
started on about 660,000 housing units, down 36 percent
from the 1.03 million units in
the same period last year.
Some forecasts now look for
Full
total housing construction to
Dual
be about 1.2 million this year,
down 31 percent from the 1.75
million in 1979.

Quilted Bedspreads
1St Quality Your Choice
T5.",/,11
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Compare to $4999

Bluegrass Bedding
Factory Outlet
Clarks River Rd.
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MAIN FLOOR PLAN

"I start with an idea, a design," he explained. "Then I
figure out how to build it."
He doesn't worry about
whether or not the design can
be built. "I don't start with the
problem. If you start with the
problem, you will never build
anything new."

AGRICULTURAL LOANS
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Design, Quality Important
Factors In Planning Kitchen
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

CARPET DENTS

Dents left in the crpeting by
heavy pieces of furniture can
be fixed by filling the , dents
with water. After a while,
depending on how badly mashed down the fibers are, they
will begin to loosen and
separate.
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GROUND FLOOR PLAN
IN THIS CONTEMPORARY VACATION home the living area and the master bedroom are placed a full
story
above ground level to maximize the view. There is a deck
off
each room. There are two more bedrooms on the ground
floor.
Plan HAI]61A has 579 square feet on the ground floor and
777 on the main floor. For more information write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to architect
Jerold
L. Axelrod, 275 Broadhollow Rd., Melville, N.Y. 11746.

SOURCES OF ENERGY
NEW YORK (API — With
governments increasingly concerned about engrgy supplies,
the United Nations has scheduled a major international conference on new and renewable
sources of energy.
The meeting, to be field in
Nairobi, Kenya, in August 1981,
will bring together hundreds of
scientists, engineers and energy
experts from all parts of the
world. They will discuss such
matters as solar, geothermal
and wind power, tidal power,
wave power, biomass conversion, fuel-wood, charcoal,
peat, energy from draught animals, oil-shale, tar sands and
hydropower.

ON THE

•0

HOUSE ./A00
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures

•

In nearly all areas of the
country, it has been quite a few
years since we have had a seller's market in housing. Aside
from a handful of exceptions in
special situation sections, selling a house that is occupied
usually proves to be a trying
experience for a family.
Mortgage interest rates may
have declined, but they simply
haven't gone down enough to do
more than stir a trickle of buyers into action. Other factors
contribute towards the scarcity
of existing home purchasers.
When a buyer does make an
appearance, don't add to the
selling problem by what you do
or fail to do. One of the first
things to do is to check with
one or more local banks or other financial institutions to determine the size of the mortgage loan that might be available to a family with a good
credit rating. It's a question
you're sure to be asked sooner
or later. While doing the checking, consider the possibility, if
your finances will permit it, of
accepting a second mortgage
should a buyer with acceptable
credit be unable to raise all of
the required down payment.

Try to remember the things
that turned you off when you
were house hunting. You were
aware then of the importance
of a first impression. So, if
your house needs painting and
the front lawn needs cutting,
take care of these things before
placing the house on the market. Also, don't neglect the immediate appearance of the
ground around the house, being
sure prospective buyers don't
have to go around accumulated
junk. If debris cannot be avoided, have it piled neatly and
placed to the side so that it is
obvious it will soon be carted
away.
Just as important is the second impression. Sure you have
to keep living while the house
is up for sale, but keep the inside in a reasonably decent
condition. And don't assume everything can be thrown into a
closet at the last minute, because that's always the closet
somebody wants to take a peek
into. If the television or radio
or stereo is blaring away when
the doorbell rings and you fail'
to turn it off, it will be a disturbing factor in the ensuing
conversation.
If you are using a real-estate
broker, he or she should have a
thorough knowledge of what's

what in the house and be able
to answer a client's questions.
But if he can't or you are
called on to assist in the reply,
be precise without being talkative. One of the worst things
you can do is to follow the broker closely from room to room,
interrupting whenever you feel
the urge.
If you are not using a realestate broker and don't know
when to stop talking, you are in
danger of -overselling" and
making a prospective purchaser wary. The soft sell is always better than the hard sell,
especially in the sale of a
house.
Keep the house in good repair. A dripping faucet can be
fixed easily, but you may have
a buyer to whom the idea of a
plumbing repair is mysterious
and unthinkable.
Be prepared to show bills for
electricity, heat, etc. When they
aren't handy, the looker may
get an exaggerated idea of how
high the maintenance costs are.
(Do-it-yourselfers will get
valuable assistance from Andy
Lang's handbook, "Practical
Home Repairs," which can be
obtained by sending $1.50 to
this newspaper at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J. 07666.)

recently picked up a book about
underground houges at the
house of a friend of mine and
opened it at random. There I
saw a paragraph about a Texas
designer who built such a house
for $100,000 and then sold it
years later for less than
$50,000. Is this because such
houses have no resale value or
because they aren't being built
aaymore?
A. — They definitely are
being built, although not in
such large numbers as their adherents would have had us believe a few years ago. In the
case in point, the house was
built nearly 20 years ago, which
accounts for the seemingly low
price of $100,000 for a house
that had all kinds of luxurious
features. Why it was sold for
less than $50,000 I have no way
of knowing, but any time you
build a house that is off the
beaten track, it sells only to
somebody who especially wants
that kind of structure. Don't
place very much weight on
what happened in a single instance. Underground housing
could very well be a part of the
architectural future because of
its energy-efficient character.

Q. — Can asphalt shingles be
applied over an old roof that
also has asphalt shingles? How
about a roof with tile?
A. — Regarding the first
question, generally, yes. No one
can give a definite reply until a
thorough inspection of the roof
has been made. As I have told
numerous readers on various
occasions, there are many factors to be considered, including
the condition of the old roof and

Some of it worse than the
outdoor variety.
-- All furnaces and air conditioning systems have some
sort of air filter. It is almost
always a very porous fiberglass filter which has an efficiency of roughly 5% to 7%
in removing air borne particles from the air. Little or
no pollen. mold spores or
cigarette smoke is removed.
-only larger particles of dust.
Its value is essentially limited
to keeping lint out of the
furnace or air conditioner.
An electronic air cleaner
captures 40% of the particles
in the air as small as cigarette
smoke. Larger particles like
ragweed pollen and fern
spores are 99% removed.
This is an aid to allergy relief.
The oily pollution visible as
a haze outdoors. is also
sucked in by a "breathing"
house, and coats walls and
furniture with a brown oil
film. An Electronic Air Cleaner grabs this pollution and
holds on to it until the filter
cell is washed.
A Houston, Texas company has developed a highly
efficient, _true electronic air
cleaner. It is a Do-It-Yourself
unit which requires no complicated wiring or sheet metal

work on a furnace. A unique
solid state air sensor is included. wh shuts down
the power to the permanent
washable filter brackets
which hold the present fiber
glass filters. You can literally
slip the air cleaner into your
existing furnace and plug it
into the nearest electric outlet.

With this electronic air
cleaner.a home can he tightened to save energy, and remove an overwhelming percentage of indoor and outdoor pollutants from the air.
As a Do-It-Yourself installation the manufacturer claims
savings of more than 50.̀4) of
the installed price of a standard size electronic air cleaner.
The effectiveness for health
and comfort is visually demonstrated the first time the
filter cell is washed and the
black soot-like dirt is seen
going down the drain. This
is the dirt that could have
been coating everything in
the home.
For more information.
about the AIRMAX Do-it
Yourself Electronic Air
Cleaner, including a delis-ered price.contact AIRMAX.
,Wynnwood. Houston.
Tesal77(X.

the strength of the roof deck or
supports. To question two, no.
Asphalt shingles cannot be applied over hard or brittle materials, such as tile, since they do
not permit the driving of nails.
_
Q. — I have an unfinished
cabinet that I would like to finish with lacquer, but I do not
want to be bothered with a
sprayer. Can I apply the lacquer with a brush?
A. — Yes, but ask the dealer
for brushing lacquer. While the
fast-drying qualities of lacquer
are a distinct advantage, they
can also be troublesome. LacAuer begins to dry the moment
you apply it. Put it on in broad,
sweeping strokes. Quickly move
to an adjacent area, overlapping the previous strokes
very slightly. Do not return
with-the brush to an area which
you feel did not come out exactly right. If you do, the new
lacquer will soften the lacquer
you put there a few seconds
ago. It's better to keep on going, relying on the second coat
to remedy the situation, which
it will do quite easily. Lacquer
should always be diluted with
lacquer thinner applied in several thin coats rather than one
thick coat. Try a 50-50 mixture
at first. Later, when you get
used to using lacquer, you can
decide on your own proportions.
( The techniques of applying
lacquer, varnish, shellac, stain,
bleach, remover, etc., are detailed in Andy Lang's booklet,
"Wood Finishing in the Home,"
which can be obtained by sending 50 cents AND a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope to Know-How. P.O. Box
477, Huntington, N.Y. 11743.
Questions of general interest
are answered in the column,
but individual correspondence
cannot be undertaken.)

LOOK OUT!
For our appliance and tire specials in Wednesday's paper.
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE

JUST ARRIVED
Corduroy Painter's Jeans
By Dee Cee
n
4.1prnat Downtow
Ct. Sq.
a

AN ELECTRONIC DO-IT-YOURSELF
AIR CLEANER FOR EVERY HOME

Now, you can literally clean
the air in your home_with a
high efficiency filter, an
tronic air cleaner which replaces the existing filter in
your furnace or return air
grille.
An average home of 1500
square feet holds approximately 9(10 pounds of air.
Each cubic foot of air contains millions of tiny dust
particles ranging from .1 to
over 100 microns in size. A
micron is a very small unit
of measurement. It takes
25,000 microns to make one
inch. The human eye can't
see particles less than 50
microns in size. These particles originate from both
inside and outside of the.
house and this polluted air
enters a house through many
small cracks and crevices
around windows. doors and
vents.
Air conditioners and heating furnaces are generally
designed assuming the air in.
a house. is exchanged lot
outdoor air once everij hour.
By tightening up homes to
conserve energy, the exchange of indoor air for outdoor air is slowed down. This
tends to decrease the influx
of outdoor pollution hut it
also keeps inside the pollution generated in the home.

stressed - plan, plan and plan.
After this get the best cabinet
cabinet maker you can find
and the best wood finisher
available.
There are always those who
say "Hog wash" to all of this.,
So be it. They are probably the.
ones who think of a kitchen af
only a stove, sink and table
and not how hard the keeper of
the home must work to put the
food before them and clean up
after.
For a life time of beauty and
efficiency plan extensively
and buy the best quality you
can in cabinetry and services.
Don't let yourself that your
kitchen can be the center of
harmony for your whole
household.

iii Here's the Answer ffff}
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By Roy Harmon
pertenced dealer who also
In our last piece, we discussdoes the installation. You will
ed the kitchen. ConhIlling
most always have a more
along that line, again I sball
satisfactory job as far as instress the importance of stallation goes and you are not
design as well as quality when
taking a chance on the
planning the kitchen.
manufacturer not doing warAs I have stated before, . rantee if needed. There is
planning is so very important
always that chance that
if you wish a kitchen in which
because you or your carpenter
you can enjoy the preparation
installed the units they can
of food for your family. Only
claim poor installation for the
you know you like to work; complaint. I know it has hapwhich is more convenient to
pened. A poor job of installing
have your dishwasher to the
the finest furniture quality
left or right of the sink. If you cabinetry will spoil your enintend to use your present joyment of your new kitchen
refrigerator, is the hand of the from now on. In any opinion, it
door the way you want it? In isn't worth the few dollars difother words, be sure to do ade- ference for the risk.
quate planning as to the arIf you wish job built cabinet
rangement of the appliances
work the same points still
and work space. The professional kitchen remodeler will
usually be your best adviser
for these things.
Now as to the cabinets
themselves. There is such a
wide choice of cabinetry
By ANDY LANG
available that most anything
Al' Newsfeatures
you have in mind is readily
Q. — I keep reading about
available. My personal recomunderground houses and have
mendation is to buy the best
been toying with the idea of
having one built However. I
units you can form an ex-
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Jefferson County Judge Mitch
McConnell is defendant in a
defamation of character mut
filed by a Louisville lawyer
who was chosen to direct a
new program to test pleabargaining procedures.
In a letter written two weeks
ago to Chief Circuit Judge
Benjamin Shobe, McConnell
urged attorney Paul Haynes'
dismissal,saying his financial
problems could create a "real
or perceived vulnerability" in
dealing with plea negotiations.
Haynes' suit claims this
amounts to defamation of
character.
The suit says that McConnell's statement gave the impression that Haynes would be
"vulnerable to take a bribe or
to use monies or funds which
he did not earn or were not his

(Reviivws Of Current Movies At Murray Theatres)
By KENT FORRESTER

own to aid his poor financial
condition."
In his suit, Haynes asks for
$250,000 for damage to his
reputation, $50,000 for embarrassment and humiliation and
6200,000 in punitive damages.
Jefferson County's 16 circuit
judges selected Haynes to
direct the program. He is paid
$30,000 a year.
Haynes has admitted that he
has been sued over two unpaid
loans in the past two years and
that the Internal Revenue Service has filed tax liens of
$10,493 against his home.
CHEDDAR CHEESE
Most Americans like a slice
or wedge of Cheddar cheese
with their apple pie, but the
English think that a veined
Blue cheese tastes best with it.
Might be worth a try, if you're
innovative!

Used Cars
Is A Peach

By KENT FORRESTER
In Used Cars,a heart attack
victim lies writhing on the
floor, his face a grotesque
mask of pain, spittle flying
from his lips. He dies while his
friend tries to revive him by
pounding on his chest. The
scene is played for laughs.
In Used Cars, dead people
are comic characters. The
funny heart attack victim
above is ultimately stuffed into an Edsel (Edsels are
always funny, dead people only occasionally I and buried in
an automotive grease pit.
Nuns are funny too. When a
group of them protest in front
of a used car lot that is using
topless go-go dancers as a
sales come-on, one of the used
car salesmen comes in the office to announce that he got rid
of the nuns by turning the
firehose on them.
Used Cars is a coarse,
uninhibited, tasteless comedy.
And I liked it a lot.
Answer to Monday's Puzzle
Unlike so many comedies toER IN
A
00
day that are little more than a
CCOCC
DOOM
series of comic sketches, Used
13 CCUOCOM CC Cars has a plot and a love
CO CUM CUM story.
MCC CUM CCU
The plot concerns two
CCM COCO C
brothers (both played by Jack
CCM COCCI
OCCU MOO
Warden) who own used car
A CC
CUOU
lots across the street from one
UCC CUOU CU
another. One of the brothers is
C UUCCUCC 00 foul-mouthed, crooked, and
CUCCO =CUD
shabby. He's the good guy.
CC A
The other is foul-mouthed,
crooked, and neat. We know
56 Near
46 Huge man
he's the bad guy because he
57 Legal mat48 Stories
wears a baby blue double-knit
ters
49 Girl's name
51 Margarine
59 State Abbr
suit with a white belt and
54 Tibetan
62 Chinese
white shoes - the archetypal
pagoda
priest
uniform of the shady used car
64 Proceed
55 Falsifier
salesman. The double-knitted
4 s
6 7 8 9 10
brother has his shabby
14
13
brother killed in order to inherit his used car lot.
17
18
It's the job of Kurt Russell to
22
21
save the dead shabby
20 27
25
brother's lot for the dead shabby brother's long-lost
iii
33
31
daughter, who shows up unex39
36 37
311
pectedly. Russell, Disney's
•
43 44
42
fair-haired college kid in all of
,
those Professor comedies,
47
hail
plays a disreputable, fast53 54 111
52
talking salesman who is savse
ing his money to buy this way
ia
64
into politics. He wants to be a
83
politician, he tells us, so that
ss
67
he can receive graft and get
ill
broads. But when he meets the
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2 Page
3 Time abbr
4 Collect
5 Brimless cap
6 Things added
7 Exist
8 Pan
'
9 Scuts
10 Cutch town
12 Preposition
14 Mw 's narne
17 Region
20 Article
24 Dry
25 Pose
27 Gudrun s
mate
28 Beneficial
29 Eye
30 Swerve
32 Gull-like bird
36 Brim
37 Thinnest
42 Woody plant
44 Mature
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4 Hebrew
month
6 Lessen
11 Suit
13 Time period
15 Sral.. note
16 Capacitance
unit
18 Hastened
19 Newt
21 Withered
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29 Above
31 Mine
entrance
33 Preposition
34 Earth goddess
35 Sock
38 Devoured
39 Behold!
40 French article
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43 Foray
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47 Separating
50 Zeus s
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52 Approach
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THIS 15 OUR LAST GAME
50 LET'S ALL TRY As

long-lost daughter, he abandons his plans for a political
career for true love.
The comedy slows down
about three-quarters of the
way through when the director, relying on fads rather
than his comic instincts,
throws in a lengthy car chase.
But most of the movie is funny. It's not as good as
Airplane, the funniest comedy
of the year, but it's at least fifteen laughs better than
Cheech and Chong, the unfunniest movie of the year.
Rated R: Brief but moving
upper female nudity. Upperwords
level four-letter
throughout.

Bishop Listed
As Stable
After Illness
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) Bishop Henry J. Soenneker of
the Roman Catholic
Owensboro Diocese, who
became ill while saying Mass,
was listed in stable condition
in Mayfield's Community
Hospital.
The 73-year-old bishop was
saying Mass Monday morning
for elementary school
students at Mayfield's St.
Joseph Catholic Church when
he became faint, broke out into a cold sweat and asked to sit
down,. said Sister Marian
Powers,the school principal.
An ambulance was called
and took him to the hospital.
He was placed in a coronary
care unit and was expected to
be there a minumuni of three
days,she said.
She said doctors did not formally diagnose the illness as a
heart attack but told her it appeared to be one. She said the
bishop has a history of heart
trouble.
The bishop was on a trip to
Murray during the weekend,
experienced car trouble and
decided to remain in Mayfield,
resulting in his appearance at
the church Monday.
His diocese covers all of
west Kentucky.
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HARD AS WE CAN...

ROLLO, THE RICH
KID, 15 LEAVING
ON HIS VACATION
TODAY

stAkodmaiikg an CLASSIFIED ADSS

* At The Movies

Judge Defendant In
Defamation Case

iNotice

2. Notice
Attention Black Powder enthusiats and hobbistl Available
black bear capes and the
following furs Beaver, coyote,
Ermine, deer hides with hair.
Prime artic fox, mink, mountain lion, possom, raccoon,
sheep, badger, skunk, squirrel,
wolf, woodchuck, wolverine,
and zebra Hides. Buckskin,
natural, brown and saddle cow,
buffalo, elk, moose, buckskin
material Ready made buckskin
gloves lined or unlined, dress
gloves, shirts, trousers, bags,
moccossins, .sandles, hats,
caps, belts, billfolds. Also
available bear claws, horns.
Will also make fur coats or
mink coats and stoles. Call
753-9736.
We make house calls.
Pictures of your family
at home.

CARTER STUDIO
304 Main

753-8298

Bible Facts. Free Store for the
needy. 759-4600.

FOR SALE
Sideboards to fit long
wheel base truck.
753-1265

Check
Your
Ad

Advertisers ore
requested to check the
first' insertion of ads for
corrections. This
newspaper ; wilt be
responsible for only one
incorrect insertion. ANY
ERROR SHOULD BE
IMREPORTED
MEDIATELY. SO; PLEASE
AD
YOUR
CHECK
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY
US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR.
Aftermath, a non-profit, after
school, creative play program.
Children 6-10, reasonable
rates. Transportation a. ranged
from Carter and Robertsor.
schools, 230 to 530 pm,
Wednesday-Friday. To register
call before August 30. 7626851 8AM-4PM; 759-4045 or
759-4108 after 5 pm.
With Direct Deposit
your Government check
goes straight to your
personal account.
So you can go straight
to wherever you enjoy
being most.

HE BROKE
HIS PROMISE --HE SAID HE'D
GIVE ME A
NICE GIFT
BEFORE HE
LEFT
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LOOK AT Ti-IE
WAY THAT SHAFT

OF SUNLIGHT IS
SHI NiNG RIGHT
DOWN ON THE
CHAPLAIN

DON'T
BELIEVE
IT
/EPOSIT
You know your money%
safe and sound. 0

Is KILLING
mE TODAY

BOY MY BUNION
'O0'0-4O0
ANYBODY
HOME'
,
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I would like to take this opportunity to say "thank-you" tc
everyone who was a customer
of the Wayne Wilson Insurance
Agency. The privilege of serving
you was mine. I am now
associated as a BrokerSalesman with Roberts Realty
and would like to invite you to
stop by and see me at any
time.
Joe Sledd, who bought my
agency, will be more than happy to continue serving you.

11,ATV II•erb

flrfli„,

ITS A
FACT
Free gift wrapping is •
oPeciehy at

Starks
Hardware
12th & Poplar
753 1 227
11.11.1-1-111 e., CUM

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready reference
that ovill quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
1. Legal Notoce
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
S. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10, Bus Opportunity
11. I nstr uctions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14, Want To But
IS. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17, Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20, Sports Equipment
21, Monuments
22 Musical
23, Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents.
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31, Want To Rent
32, Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35, Farms For Rknt
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42, Home Loans
43, Real Estate
44, Lots For Sale
45, Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
44. Auto Services
49, Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
SA. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57.. Wanted

lyndia Cochran
Dance &
Gymnastics

Studio
Register NOW!
753-4647

WHEN C:/0
WE HIT THAT
ELEPHANT
HERD, JOE?

THIS 15 LION
COUNTRY.
WHOEVER
HEARD OF
TIGERS HERE ?

46AW A
TIGER! I
SHOF HIM!

For sale New Channel Master
t v. antenna with lead-in and
guy wires. Phone 753-1556
after 4.30 pm.
French Provincial dining room
suite with 6 chairs and china
cabinet; 30 inch harvest gold
electric stove. Also Martin bird
house with pole, 18 MOM. Call
753-6555 or 435-4206.
For sale; Used 3 piece bath set,
heat/vent fan unit, stainless
trailer sink, doors, wood storm
windows with screens,
miscellaneous window sash,
shutters and miscellaneous articlesd. Roy's Carpenter Shop,
next to drive-in theatre, Saturday mornings or weekdays 8-5
For sale: Market catfish channel cat stockers for ponds.
McDonald Fish Farm, Highway
35 North, Carthage, MS 38051.
Phone(601) 261-9352.
For sale. Snap on tool box, 3
drawer, top and bottom, $300.
Tools S & K, $175. 753-7228..
ask for Eric.
Must sell; One G.E. heavy duty
washer, $50; rooin size airconditioner, needs gas, $50.
753-3401.
Sliding glass patio doors, $100.
Call 753-1326 evenings.
Vargos guitar, case; bunk beds,
mattresses; mini washer, little
Hoover; treddle Singer sewing
machine; pecan gun cabinet,
some guns. 753-0061.

Need someone to assist
In my business. One part
time, one full time. For
interview appointment,
call 753-8970 between 6
and 9 p.m. only.
Seamtress position. Must be
experienced with sewing
machine. Inquire in person at
Boone's Cleaners, 605 Main.
Wanted: Nursing assistant,
prefer experienced, for very
busy pediatrician office. Immediate position. Please call
753-8520 before 5 pm.
Wanted: Someone to take
elderly lady in their home and
care for her. Call 753-2606 or
753-4754 after 5:30 pm.
Waitress wanted, Grasso's
Restaurant, 309 N 16th St.
753-9460.

9. Situation Wanted
Experienced babysitting in my
home, located on College Farm
Road. Have references. $30 for
a 40 hour week. 753-4632.
Infant babysitting in my home.
753-9736.
Will haul anything that will fit
in a pickup- truck. Will also do
odd jobs. Call 753-5857.
Will do babysitting in my home.
Call 753-0952.
Would be interested in painting, or working in tobacco.
Phone 753-3315.
Will babysit 4 or 5 year old
child in my home, in town. Call
753-8261.

Used piano, any style, almost
any condition. Call collect
(601)454-3369.
Wanted: A used Coke or Pepsi
machine. Call after 800 pm,
753-9059.
Want to buy standing timber.
Will look at all tracts approximately 20 acres and up. 7535592.
Want to buy (or rent) 15002000 lb portable hoist or
crane. 436-5457.
Want to buy: 3 bedroom furnished trailer. Phone 7537393.

Lost: Black, male Labrador
Retriever, metal chain colla:
and flea collar. Small white
star on chest. Answers to
"Toga". Reward offered. 7531294. 753-9491.

6. Help-Wanted
Earn $50.00/ hunderd securing, stuffing Anvelopes. Free
details, reply: HomeworkersS12Y. Box 94485, Schaumburg, IL 60194.
Envelope addressers needed!'
For information mail self addressed stamped envelope to:
Box 82, Owosso, MI 48867.
Experienced baker for day
shift. No phone calls. Apply in
person, Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Earn $50 per hundred securing, stuffing envelopes. Free
details, reply: "HomeworkersSl2A", Box 94485, Schaumburg, IL 60194.
Applications now being
accepted from 9:00
a.m. tN 11:30 and from
2:00 til 4:30 p.m. Personal interviews only.
Apply at 1510 Chestnut.

If You are a taxpayer and have
moved but have not notified the
Property Valuation Administrators Office of your new address call immediately to avoid delay in receiving
your tax bills. Office phone 753-3482
Charles E. Hale
Property Valuation Adm.
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17. Vacuum Cleaners

MS

1977 Kirby vacuum cleaner,
good condition. Call 437-4471.
New Eureka Industrial vacuum
cleaner, ;retail cost is $250.
Must sell, make an offer. 7591207.
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42; white a
cheap. 489-21
What you se(
get. The stori
shelf prices
advertises 10
very low pric
there are abi
in the averag
and Big Joh'
shelf prices E
Will tear do
remove for
1176.
Wait and bur
order now ar
wood. Call 43
Wood for sail
1260.

19. Farm Equipment
Hay baler, rake, and mower,
$1800. Phone 753-3625.
235 Massey Ferguson tractor,
640 hours with 8 ft. disc, 2 row
cultivator, price $5400. Phone
492-8429 after 5 pm.

22. Musical
Conn Saxaphone, used 6 months, excellent condition. 7532583.
Conn trombone for sale, $75.
Call 753-4773.
Gemeinhardt Flute, in excellent condition. Please call
753-4412 after 530 pm.
New and used Baldwin piano
and organs, Lonardo Piano Ce,
across from the Post Office,
Paris, TN.

26. TV-Ral

RCA 19" port
stand. In goal
753-2906 or

27. Mobil

To-day

10x50 Furnisl
excellent
conditioner,
metal door sh
ed. Owner rr
Call 436-2867
New
Mol
doublewides
from factory
down with
payments. Fal
Highway 641
Phone 642-22
Nice 8x44 twc
home. Electric
washer. bedrc
dining room
Chester. Lynn
435-4128.
One 12x60 an
Brandon Dill,
1551.

I became si
.me said my Mner soul,
It is n joy serene, as I try to reach y goal.
be niy best to al I tan and help soma weary saint,
As I try to be•neon, who never learned, "I coml."
r11 hold so dear, words i.e been twilit,
By Dad and Mom and Grandparents too,
And follow their teaching to do the things I ought,
Diet life iti91 be full of treesssss true.
And now Dear lord I turn your way,
As I pray this simple plea,
That you wai guide 661 story day,
And grant what's bast for me.
ity N.M. Perry

Dear God
Grant me Serenity to accept things I cannot change
And Strength to change the things ice.
Dsnald Hoak Christie
And Wisdom that I may knew the difference
As I strive to be•man
With lose,
Pe•Pe and Ma Me

INVITATION TO BID
Sealed bids for the construction of approximately
1,700 If. of barrier curbs, curbs and gutters, and the
removal of approximately 195 Cu, yds. of existing
asphalt in the North Douglas Community will be
received by the Murray Comniunity Development
Agency in Murray, Kentucky at the office of the Agency located at City Hall, until 2,00 p.m. CDT, Thursday, September 4, 1980. The bids will then be
publicly opened and read aloud.
Bid specifications and drawings may be obtained by
contacting the Community Development Office at City
Hall in Murray, Kentucky between 800 a.m. and 500
p.m., Monday through Friday.
No bidder may withdraw his bid for a period of 60
days after the closing time scheduled for the receipt
of bids.
Bidders must comply with the President's Executive
Orders Numbers 1 1 246 and 1 1 375 which prohibit
discrimination in employment regarding race, creed,
color, sex, notional origin and age.
Bidders must comply with the Davis-Bacon Act, the
Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act, the
Anti-Kiekbock Act and the Clean Air Act.
Bidders shall make positive efforts tc use smolt and
minority owned businesses.
The Agency reserves the right to accept the lowest
or best bid or reject any or all bids submitted.
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Chimneys, al
pipe, 6"x30"
$29.99, 8",
Hardware Pal
Complete lini
repairing. No
large. We bi
mobile home
Home, Highw
1918.
Firewood, $2
seasoned, ma
4578.

cut hea

For sale: A Philco refrigerator,
in good condition. Price $125.
Call 753-7552.
For sale: 17 cubic foot Hotpoint
refrigerator, $100. 159-1304.
Five piece mahogany bedroom
suite, $200; one brown
recliner. $25; one hide-a-by ,
$150. Call 753-9490 after 5
Pm.
Gold and brown tweed sofa
bed, excellent condition, $125.
Call 753-9626.
Storm door for sale. Call 753'0806 after 430 pm.

Voice lessons. Graduate of
University of Evansville School
of Music. Please call 7539359.

14. Want To Buy

22. Music

Silver Signet
$180 Call 75
Yamaha Alto
Call 354-6471

16. Home Furnishings

11. Instructions

Found; Set of keys. Owner may
claim by description and payment for ad. Call 753-5862
before 5 pm.

•t
.
i6f.A0s

Tut PO4CHER5.

15-.1rhates For Sale

5. Lost and Found

NOTICE

- -

6. Help Wanted
Airline lobs - Free info. Nationwide placement. Write Airline
Placement Bureau, 4208
198th SW, 101, Lynnwood,
Wash. 98036. Enclose a selfaddressed stamped envelope.
Counter clerk personnel. Experience preferred, not required. Inquire at Boone's
Cleaners, 605 Main.
Dental Assistant, experience
preferred, but will train Must
have good personality, able to
communicate well. Salary open
depending on experience and
expertise. 4% day work week,
other fringe benefits. Send
resume and recent photo to:
Dentistry, P.O. Box 382, Benton, KY 42025.
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ME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
27. Mobile Home Sales 32, _Apts. For Rent

22. Musical

Extra nice 3 bedroom mobile
home, 8 miles east of Murray
No children, $125 per month
Call 753-5513
Two
12x52
Schevelle
24. Miscellaneous
bedroom, furnished, airconditioned,
electric or gas
Chimneys, all full triple wall
pipe, 6"x30", $20.99; 8"x30", heat, $3000 753-6911 or 489
$29.99, 8", $41.99 Walllin 2842
Hardware. Paris.
211:Mob. Home Rents Complete line of mobile home 12x60 Mobile home, furnished.
repairing. No lob too small or near Murray. extra, clean, no
large We buy and sell used Pets. Call 489-2118.
mobile homes Westend Mobile
Home, Highway 60 West, 442- Trailers for rent, couples only
See Brandon Dill at Dill's
1918.
Trailer Court.
rick.
Delivered,
Firewood, $25
seasoned, mostly oak Call 753- Two bedroom trailer for rent,
11
/
2 miles on 641 South', $150
4578.
per month. Call 753-4699.
Two bedroom trailer, 4 miles
south of Murray. Deposit aria
references required. Phone
753-6753.
Two bedroom mobile home,
$130 per month rent plust $15
deposit. No pets. Call 7534808.
Two bedroom taller for rent,
11
/
2 miles east of Murray, $125
cut heating costs. per month, plus deposit. Call
with the Model 28
753-1852.
Hearth Heater
Two bedroom home, central
• Firebrick -lined,
heat and air, natural gas, new
constructed of
carpet and furniture Also 3
heavy steel for
/
2 bath. May be
bedroom with 11
long unit life
seen at Shady Oaks.
• Can be used as a

Silver Signet trumpet for sale
$180 Call 753-6123.
Yamaha Alto saxaphone $225
Call 354-6470

•

L

33. Rooms for Rent

I.

near campus,.

for male. Call

759-4729
Rooms for boys. Private entrance. Kitchen facilities. Central heat and air. 1626
Hamilton 753-8572 or 4365479.

/q

34. Houses For Rent

Livestock-Supplies

What do you know - made in the U.S.A.

43. Real Estate
Established business in good
location. Limited low interest
financing available. Consider
trade for real estate, farm land,
rental property, etc. Call 7534109.
SECLUDEU
RESIDENCE! Here's
a spacious country
home only minutes
from town but quite
secluded. Has lots of
storage area and
garage can be used for
shop. 2 bedrooms
down and upstairs
could be utilized as 2
bedrooms. Nice country kitchen and living
room with fireplace.
Only $26,500.

JOHN SMITH

38. Pets-Supplies

Mini
Warehouse
For Rent
753-4758

Large building for rent. 4 bays
in front. hoist, 2 back bays, extra large rooms. Call 753-8581
lr see at 808 Coldwater Road.
)ne bay shop for rent, near
Nice mens leather coat, size Dexter, $60 per month or $660
42; white uniforms. Will sell per year. Call 437-4512.
cheap. 489-2683.
32. Apts. For Rent
What you see..is not what you
1
Bedroom furnished apartget. The store with the highest
shelf prices in town often ment, no pets, deposit readvertises 10 or 12 items at a quired. Call 753-8731.
very low price, but remember, Furnished 2 bedroom apartthere are about 10,000 items ment, $150 per month. Call
in the average Big John Store 753-8119.
and Big John has the lowest Furnished one bedroom apartshelf prices EVERY DAY!
ment, one block from Univers',
Will tear down building and ty, air and carpet, $110 per
remove for material. Call 759- month. 759-4538.
1176.
leasing 2 bedroom duplex,
Wait and burn green wood, or central heat and air. Call 753order now and burn seasoned 8067 after 5 pm.
wood Call 436-2758.
New 2 bedroom duplex, large
Wood for sale, delivered. 159- rooms, appliances furnished,
washer-dryer hookup in utility,
1260.
private carport and patio deck.
26. TV-Radio
Call 753-9574 or 753-6513
RCA 19" portable color t.v. and after 3:30 pm.
stand. In good condition, $125. New duplex. Central vacuum
753-2906 or 753-6474.
system, intercom AM-FM radio.
heat and air, hea'
27. Mobile Home Sales central
pump. 753-8024 or 753-8130
10x50 Furnished mobile home,
excellent condition, air- One bedroom apartment f
rent. Call 753-3949.
conditioner, under pinning,
metal door steps. Must be mov- Two bedroom furnished garage
ed. Owner moving must sell! apartment, one mile out 121
Call 436-2867.
South, water furnished, $50
New
Mobile
Homes deposit, $110 per month. 153doublewides and singles direct 5405 after 5 pm.
from factory to you only 10% One bedroom furnished apartdown with low monthly ment, air-conditioned, located
payments. Fall sale in progress. Highway 121 North next to Fair
Highway 641 S, Paris, TN. Grounds. No pets. Call 753Phone 642-2281.
3139.
Nice 8x44 two bedroom mobile Small furnished apartment,
home. Electric stove, automatic $85 per month, married couple
washer bedroom, living roortit only. See at 407 South 8th
dining room furniture. Otto Street.
Chester, Lynn Grove, or call Two apartments for rent.
Two
435-4128.
rooms, kitchen, and bath. $220
One 12x60 and one 10x55. Call per month plus you pay small
Brandon Dill, 753-9104 or 753- electric. 600 Poplar. 753-6639
1551.
after 6 pm.
Plume

AKC registered Beagle puppies,
$25 each. Call 247-5222.
Basic and Advanced dog obedience classes. All breeds and
ages. Professional instructor.
436-2858.
Boston Terrier puppies, AKC
champion
registered,
bloodlines. Also grown female.
Excellent pet, good breed dog
Phone 901-587-9736, Martin,
TN.
For sale: AKC registered
Chesapeake Retriever, male.
Call 759-4663.
Wanted: Female German
Shepherd to be bred to male
Shepherd. Call 759-4809 or
474-2346.

40. Produce
For sale: Watermelons and
cantelopes. Any amount. Pete
Valentine, 642-4439.
For sale. Watermelons and
white Crowder peas. $5 per
bushel you pick, $8 we pick
Pete Valentine, 642-4439

41. Public Sale
Furniture, clothes,
refrigerator, lots of
toys and miscellaneous.
Friday 29, 8 a.m. till?
513 S. 7th Street.
Everything must gol
Yard sale, Almo, KY, first gravel
road to left past Bucy Grocery,
going northon 641, watch for
signs. Clothes, all sizes.
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday.

43. Real Estate
New Duplex in
Westwood, fireplace in
each side, heat pump,
in mint condition.
Yearly income at present $6,360. Priced in
low $60's.
First time on the
market. . One of the
prettiest settings in
4
Canterbury.
bedroom, 2'1 baths,
sunken den with
fireplace, central gas
heat, and much, much
more. Shroat-Waldrop
Real Estate,759-1707.

NOTICE
The Murray Board of Education is now accepting applications for a custodial position.
Supervisory experience helpful. Applications
may be picked up at the Board Office Building
at Ninth and Poplar Streets, Murray, Ky.,
from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Monday
throug_h Friday.

REGISTERED PHARMACISTS
The South's most aggressive, fastest growing drug
chain has immediate opening for talented, industrious,
mature Pharmacist. Candidates must be capable of
rapid advancement to store management and beyond
We offer unlimited growth opportunity, top salaries.
and benefit package. Asf now! For personal interview,
contort Store Monogef

SUPER D DRUGS
(502)2474671

Always wanted a home with
small acreage? This is an excellent opportunity because
the land is highly productive
and the house is sound New
roof, deep well, 5 outbuildings
Thirty-five acres with 31 acres
tendable. 2 in timber
Homeplace and buildings occupy about 2 acres Call 7531492 at Century 21 Loretta
Jobs. Realtors and let us show
you this farm today Located
Lynn Grove area

Purdern & Therman
lasurence
Real Estate
Southsoa Court Square
Mankay, Kiehocky
733-4451

43. Real Estate

0"E
RE MY

753-1222
ANOTHER
NEW LISTING
Four bedroom, 2 bath
roomy brick home on
private acre 7 miles
from Murray. A real
country charmer at
$29,900. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222.
MINI FARM
Real peace and quiet
in this 2 bedroom brick
home on lovely tree
shaded lot. Approximately 7 acres, including several farm
buildings and 2 stock
barns.
Acreage
suitable for horses or
cattle. $53,000. For
real service in Real
Estate, phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty.

753-7411
AROUND lilt CLOC

Four bedroom home, near
MSU, aluminum siding, gas
heat, lot 300' deep with good
garden spot. Seperate garage
and workshop. Only $18,000.
Call Spann Realty Associates,
753-7724.

OPFRity D
753-1222
BEAUTIFUL
BUILDING SITE
Just listed this lovely
corner lot in Camelot
Subdivision just west
of Murray city limits.
Surrounded by quality
homes and good
neighbors. This is a
good investment at only $4900. Phone 7531222, Kopperud,for exact location and other
information.
JUST LISTED
Attractive 3 bedroom
remodeled home on
242 acres. Property is
fenced with stocked
pond and barn for
horses, and located
less than 3 miles from
town. The price is
right too - in the $30's.
Phone any member of
the "Home Team- at
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 for all the information.

:TIYD.MAJ1 •
REAL ESTATE
1538080
rirsat0111.1SeMilceS
Ii,, 3 flottldi3

Furnished room in nice house,

Hay for sale, round bales, good
Building for rent, 30x40. Ideal red top, timothy, and clover.
for clean-up or body shop. Call 489-3672.
753-2900, Tucker T.V. Sales.

Storage Space

MURRAY
SUPPLY

Ti

Off campus apartment to share
with male student, 3 blocks
from M S.U. Call 153-1437.

Five bedroom house for college
girls. Call 753-5108
eveninos.
Four bedroom house, 3 blocks
from MSU, central air, new appliances. 753-3006 after 6 pm
Recently remodeled 2 bedroom
lakefront cabin. Deck ,..nd
fireplace Pine Bluff Shorts.
$150 per month. Call 7531267.
Small green house, located 310
South 8th, possession immediately. Call 753-2920.
Two bedroom house in county,
Unity Church Road, Aurora
community. $150 per month.
29. Heating-Cooling
Call 437-4462 or 437-4569.
King automatic wood heater, Well insulated house, 4 miles
brick lilies, cast iron grates and east. city water, couple.
doors, lift off cook surface top. references. No pets. $175.
$259.99. Wallin Hardware, 753-7551.
'Paris.
37.

30. Business Rental

•

For rent 2 bedroom duplex
apartment heat pump plus all
appliances furnished 753
5791 or 7532649

A-

freestanding unit
or as an open
fireplace heater,
placed directly on
masonry hearth
• Features TRIAIR•draft
control system for
quick starts,slow
or fast burning
• When properly
loaded,can hold
fire overnight
• All-American
made, parts
available

43. Real Estate

Do you own your own lot or lot
and mobile home? If you do
and your family income is
within the following adjusted
income limits, you may qualify
for a 4% interest loan on a 3 or
4 bedroom home. Income
limits are. Two in family $13,500; Three in family $15,150: Four in family $17,900. With today's inflation
and interest rates up, why not
visit our office today and let us
talk
terms
now...7531492...CENTURY 21 Loretta
lobs, Realtors at 1200
Sycamore.
We have several lots
listed, both single
family, multi-family and
commercial. Excellent
in
sites
building
Gatesborough and Sherwood Forest. From
$2,000 to $8,500.
'West' Ky Appliance",
'Reflections
Hair
Stylist' for sale on 641
N. Excellent business.
Owner
will
sell
separately. Possible
owner financing.
SAeley11109ered - 753-3443
11011. Whumme - 753-7474
Imam fire. - 4364430
- 7534715
letiols•
- 753-2401
Terry Slii•••••24. i2e4tiome.
tsl 9324
10

Murray Calloway
County Realty
(502)753-8146
304 II. 12,b
Murray. Ky. 42071

Stubblefield
Dale & We
offer a
s5% Cash Discount
on doctors prescriptions.
Vitamin Headquarters in Murray
A full service drug store since 1905
Phone 753-1231
Ph IL Mein

PUBLIC
NOTICE

FARMER AVE.
3 Bdrm., brick with 1
car attached garage,
located on Farmer
Ave. near 18th. Hardwood floors, formal
dining plus good sized
kitchen. Large trees
on 90' x 150' lot. Just
$34,500. - Call for appointment.
IDEAL
COMBINATION
(Acreage,B.V.
Home,Barn)
Almost
new
3
Bedroom, 2 Bath, B.V.
home with double
garage, large 5-stall
stock barn with electric lights and water,6
level acres (one acre
in oak trees), fenced
for horses. House has
many quality features
- Entry foyer, den with
fireplace . (heat-olator), many spacious
closets, economical
heat pump. Only 3
miles from city on
paved road, restricted
area. Owners leaving
state. Their loss your
gain. In 70's,

753-8080
STROUT REALTY, INC.
The Itiooris iiecti 1900 in ie.., Me
nevem bur rr owl tellers

FARMS, HOMES
BUSINESSES
LACE AND RECREAT/ONAl
PROPERTY
Listings needed , Offkces
Coast to Coast. Buyers
from Everywhere -Free*
Catalog
STROUT REALTY

5,2 c175:57:5771V0ISi
Miiiror ii,

Anytime

27 Acres mil of fertile
land Just right for cattle,
horses, or row cropping. This
farm
has 22 acres
cleared highway frontage on
94 E. Call CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs. Realtors for more information on this mini-farm.

OPF:A„R D
75312224
/MI

NEW LISTING
Brand new 3 bedroom,
2,,,2 bath home on large
landscaped lot in
Oaks
beautiful
Estates. Heat pump;
in
heat-o-later
fireplace; and large
covered -Patio for summer entertainment
and relaxation. Mid
$70's. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for
further details.
DESIGNED WITH
DISTINCTION
This home has
everything for comfortable convenient family living. Many
outstanding features
include heat pump,
large and lovely
fireplace in den,
spacious 2-car garage,
3 bedrooms, 2,2 baths,
tastefully decorated
throughout. Let us
describe this impressive home to you!
Upper $60's. PRICE
REDUCED! Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222, for all the information.

44. Lots For Sale
150'x150' lot, Chapel Hill
Estates. Call 489-2414.
Choice lots overlooking Kentucky Lake $6000 and $7000
20 minutes from Murray 43E2261
For sale Two beautiful lots
near Pine Bluff Shores
Reasonable 759-1894.
Must sell! 3 large wooded lots
in Lyon County, half mile from
Barkley Lake. One partially
cleared. $3500, other two
$2500 each. City water
available. Call 753-3401'

53. Services Offered

46. Homes For Safe

52. Boats and Motors

FOR SALE OR TRADE New 4
bedroom house extra nice Will
take .trade in of smaller house
or consider any reasonable of
ler Call 753-3903 Can be seen
anytime
FOR SALE OR TRADE 2 Story, 3
or 4 bedroom house near
Panorama Shores, 2 full baths,
cooking island, sun deck, carport with storage area, Franklin
fireplace, and central air. Call
436-2851
For sale 3 bedroom house, living room, 1 bath, kitchen with
built-in range, double oven and
dishwasher, 9 closets, carport,
fenced-in backyard with
workshop. Located on quiet,
dead end street in very nice
neighborhood, $39,500. To see,
call 753-8617 or 753-4398
after 5 pm
House for sale. 2 years old, 2
bedrooms with large closets,
carpets, drapes, dishwasher.
disposal, washer and dryer
hookup Full walkout base
ment, garage with automatic
door Heat pump with central
heat and air. Wooden storage
shed, 8x10. 1510 Henry, corner
lot 90'x150', partially fenced.
Immediate possession 43E5501.
Three bedroom house, 2 baths,
5 acres. Five miles from town
Call 436-2573.

Piano tuning, rebuilding,
refinishing Band instruments
new used, complete repairs
Call Thurmans 753-4834 or
Harry Absher. 1-444-9972 Call
53. Services Offered the
professional, 21 years ex
AA-I All TYPES home remodel per rence
ing
and
maintenance
NOOFING
References Guaranteed work
sad
C•aten•rclei
Free estimates. Call 753-8948
after 5 pm
Residential, Wash
mod bellit-ep reek
A complete service, washers,
Referees's, ell work
'dryers, air-conditioners, and
georeoseed. 759-4512
refrigerators Call 759-1322.
Prompt service
or 739-111$11.
414.
Barn painting. Tops or sides
PHILLIPS
ALUMINUM
AND
Free estimates. 759-1987.
VINYL SIDING CO.. 25 years exClint and Dave's Odd Jobs- Will perience. Paducah, KY, 898do odd jobs, including trimm- 3873 or 443-7365.
ing and cutting down trees,
carpentry, construction, and Paper hanging, interior and exyard work. Free estimates, low terior painting 431-4617 or
prices. Inquire at 209 Walnut 753-7331
Painting, carpentry, gutter
Street, Murray, anytime.
CARPET CLEANING, free work, plumbing. 753=1736
estimates, satisfied references, Refrigeration, air-conditioning,
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean- and electrical repairs. Bob's
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning, Refrigeration Service, Hazel,
KY. 498-8370.
753-5827.
CARPET
CLEANING. REMODELING. REASONABLE
Guaranteed. References. Free Guaranteed. Free estimates.
753-9736.
estimates:753-9736
For all your repair needs,
Stop!
CUSTOM LEATHER WORK. Free
roofing, carpentry, plumbing
estimates. 753-9736.
and electrical work. Look No
Concrete and block work. Block More. Call Joe 753-9226 after
garages, basements, driveways. 4 pm. We'll do your job large or
walks, patios, steps, free small. All work done to your
estimates. Charles Barnett. satisfaction
753-5476.
Tree work Joe Gamble Taking
Driveways white rocked and down, moving
247-9864.
graded. All kinds of pea gravel. Mayfield, KY
Free estimates. Will have bank
gravel and dirt, Tuesday only. Will do plumbing, airconditioning, painting, carpenClifford Garrison, 753-5429.
try, concrete, and roofing 753Fence sales at Sears now. Call 2211 or 753-9600
for
free
Sears, 753-2310
estimate for your needs.
COURTNEY SMALL
Guttering by Sears. Sears con
ENGINE REPAIR
tinous gutters installed per
Mowers, Tillers Chainsaws
Fast Service
your specifications. Call Sears
Guaranteed
work Will pickup and deliver
753-2310 for free estimate.
753-4064.
Insulation blown in by Sears.
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears. 753,- Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
2310 for free estimate.
of brown or white pea gravel
K & K Stump Removal. Do you Also do backhoe work Call
need stumps removed from Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
your yard or land cleared of 753-6763.
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24- below the Will do light hauling. Call 753ground, leaving only sawdust 8119 or 436-2455 or 753and chips. Call for free 9337.
estimate, Bob Kemp 435-4343 Wet basement? We make wet
or Bob Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
basements dry. work complete
Licensed electrician. Prompt ly guarenteed. Call or write
efficient service Qualified for Morgan Construction Co..
heating and cooling repairs. Route 2, Box 409A. Paducah,
KY 42001, or call day or night.
Free estimate. Call 435-4397.
1-442-7026
Licinsed Electrician and gas installation, heating installation Will do painting, 15 years experience. Call 753-8762
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
anytime
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPI NG
driveways and small jobs a WEST KENTUCKY ASPHALT
speciality, also patching and COATING SEALING. Have your
home driveway or parking lot
seal coating. 753-1537
sealed professionally before
Need work on your trees' Topp- winter 753-8163.
ing, pruning. shaping. complete removal and more. Call 57. Wanted
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for Room mate wanted, 5 miles
professional tree care, 753- south of Murray in country.
Must like animals. 492-8952
8536.
after 5 pm.
For that extra special picture
Two adult women want to
that con only be captured in
share nice house. one block
heavy oils it is
from MSU. Prefer upper level
student, faculity, or profesCARTER STUDIO
sional person private bath and
304 Main
753-8298
entrance. Call Rebekah 753• 8325.

47. Motorcycles
1979 Honda GL-I000 Goldwing, 1800 miles. 753-8856
1980 Yamaha XS-400, 113
miles. 753-8856.

48. Auto. Services
Car batteries, 36 month
guarantee, 80 amp, $29.99 exchange. 60 month guarantee,
95 amp, $39.99 exchange.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

49. Used Cars .
1f73 Buick LeSabre, good condition, $750. 753-7542.
1974 Corvette convertible, 4-'
speed, AM-FM, air, new paint,
extra nice, $6000. 753-8780.
1979 Datsun 210 station.
wagon. 18,000 miles, airconditioned, AM-FM radio, side
moulding, luggage rack, split
told down rear seats, 30 mpg,
regular gas, $5400. 759-4141,
492-8952 after 5 pm.
1976 El Camino, air, break,
steering. AM-FM cassette.
45,000 miles, sharp! Days 7534703, Nights 759-1274.
For sale: 1976 Grand Prix,
loaded, 40,000 actual miles.
excellent condition. Phone
753-7304.
1970 Impala, 4-door hardtop
brakes, steering, air. Clean, excellent mechanically. 7538585 after 5 pm.
1972 Maverick, 6 cylinder,
automatic. 753-8124.
1975 Pontiac, good condition.
needs some work, priced to
sell. Can be seen at Century
Auto Sales on Sycamore. Call
753-7169 or 753-8037, ask for
Phil Smith.
1972 Volkswagen Super Beetle.
radio, good tires. Call 753-9567
after 5 pm.
1979 Z-28 Camaro. loaded, extra sharp, $6000 or will consider trade. Call 759-1528 or
759-1562 after 6 pm.

19' Lightening Sailboat, 27'
mass with 2 main saris, needs
a little work CHEAP, Call days
753-0153, nights 753-8001

50. Used Trucks
1976 Chevy C-65, split axle
with or without 20' box bed.
753-8738 or 753-7989
1977 Contempo Chevy van,
good condition, $6000 Call
437-4471
1977 Datsun pickup King Cab,
automatic, AM-FM radio. Also a
camper top, optional. Call 3288750 before 3 pm, after call
328-8079.
1965 Falcon pickup. 6
cylinder, straight shift with air,
excellent condition. sharp!
753-8124.
1976 Ford short wheel base, 4.
wheel drive pickup 1200 tires
10" Fenton wheels. Call 75352.
best
19
67140
Ford pickup, $800 or
offer 436-2193.
For sale 1978 Chevrolet diesel
pickup. Excellent condition
Call 753-7752 or 753-8689.
1963 Ford Econoline pickup.
runs good, new tires
/
2
Blackhawk motor puller, 21
ton capacity. Call 753-5443.
1970 Jeep truck with topper
$1800 Call 753-5889.

MURRAY NATURAL GAS SYSTEM IS ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL GAS SERVICE
51. Campers
UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF A CONCamper.for sale, sleeps 6. Call
TROLLED ATTACHMENT PLAN. PERSONS
759-4812 after 530 pm.
DESIRING TO APPLY FOR SERVICE MAY
For sale 1969 Starcraft pop-up
camper, good condition. Call
PICK-UP AN APPLICATION AT THE
435-4272 after 5 pm.
MURRAY NATURAL GAS SYSTEM
46. Homes For Sale
52. Boats and Motors
ENGINEERING OFFICE ON ANDRUS - Exceptionally nice home for 35 Ft. Chris,, Craft Roamer
sale Brick. 3 bedroom, den, Sedan Cruiser. Make offer OfDRIVE, MURRAY. ADDITIONAL INformal living room, 2 batht, fice (314) 748-5561, home,
FORMATION MAY BE OBTAINED BY
deck, fireplace. 2 car garage (314)471-8188
1605 Sycamore Street By ap, 40 Foot houseboat for trade or
CALLING 753-5626
pointment only. Owner David sell. Will consider any item far
Travis, 753-3257. 753-4140
trade 753-5281 after 6 pm

RORNBUCKLE BARBER SNOP
SO/ Illeileee Street

NEW OFFICE MOORS:
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Price of
NACU $1.25
ler Pleepeel

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 730 til 500
PIKE SNAVE 75'

eters• C.pewee Cel 733 3105e.de, eitinem
Nem,Ptak Some*

at*

WE COMMIX

TERMITES

Also Ineaseload, lawn indoors and modems wad
Trees

FOR DEPENDABLE
Prefossiosal Pest Contra-

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control, Inc.
Termites You spend thousands of dollars for a home but never think
about termites they cause the most damage next to fore Hove
your home treated nowl 753-3914 Kelley s Termite & Pest Control, 100 South I 3th Street, Murray, KY Over 33 years experience
Home owned and operated

•

Iheistifelly landscaped Ham bedroom brick koala
with 2 Malts, living nem dining room combinations
'packers heally rant with fireplace built-in kitchen with dislowligher and geritiopot ditpesal and
refrigerator. Partially floored attic geed for
storage. two car garage with concrete Amble
driveway. Central heat and air. Located in nice
neighborhood near Murray 1110 at 1712 Phil.view Or. Low MI's. For mere issformatitta cell 733-
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MSU To Offer Course To Deal
With Preparations For Death

Deaths & Funerals 1

Mrs. Gibbons Dies Funeral Services
At Local Hospital;
Planned Wednesday
Rites On Wednesday For Mrs. Murdock

Mrs. B. C.(Mattie) Gibbons
died Monday morning at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 73 years of
age and a resident of Route 1,
Cottage Grove,Tenn.
Born March 7, 1907, in
Henry County, Tenn., she was
the daughter of the late Arthur
Sanford and Maude Medlock
husband,
Sanford. Her
Burgess Clayton Gibbons,
died Aug. 13, 1975. She was a
member of the Church of
('hrist.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Arlene Dillon
of Springville, Tenn.,and Mrs.
Madeline Canter of Muskegon.
Mich.; five sons — Franklin,
Cottage Grove, Tenn., James
T., Clayton, and Coy, St.
Louis, Mo., and Larry of
England; three sisters — Mrs.
Drucilla West, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Kate Tyler, Vine Grove,
and Mrs. Elizabeth Harkins,
Fairfield. Ala.; 18 grand-children • eight great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn., with
burial to follow in the Poplar
Grove Cemetery there.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

The funeral for Mrs. Bill Ed
( Christine) Murdock of Murray Route 1 will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Harold Irvan and the Rev. Roy Gibson
officiating.
Active pallbearers will be
Richard and Max Smotherman, Graves Burkeen, Steve
Sanders, Jerry Matthews, and
Elwood Brown. Honorary
pallbearers will be Terry
Brown, Roger and Monty
Wilson, Terry, Steve, and
Mark Rogers, Don Wilson,
Dennis Vowell, Garry Morris,
Marty Carraway, and Shea
Sykes.
Burial will follow in the
Salem Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
COMPLETE PROGRAM — The first step toward obtaining certification by the Infuneral home.
ternational Institute of Municipal Clerks was taken recently by these 11 clerks who atMrs. Murdock, 23, died Suntended the first of three week-long training sessions at the University of Kentucky.
day at 4:10 p.m. at the
From left (back row) are Harold Augustine, Perth Amboy, N.J.; Anna Breeden, Dry
County
Murray-Calloway
Ridge; Agnes Roberts, Leitchfield, and Sheila Glass, Dawson Springs.(Center) Ambrose
Hospital from injuries sustainWilson, Midway; Kitty Johnson, Lexington; Jo Crass, Murray, and Doris Baxter, Mt.
ed in a car-truck collison on
Sterling.(Front row) Ann Porter, Hillview; Nancy Baker, Winchester, and Ann Hoover,
Highway 893, County Line and
Frankfort.
Browns Grove Road, 2.6 miles
south of Farmington, on Sunday at 2:25 p.m. Her husband,
Bill Ed Murdock, received
facial and arm injuries in the
accident and is listed in stable
condition this morning by of
Eleven municipal clerks, agencies, said the Kentucky hour training requirement is
ficials at the Murraymost of them Kentuckians, Certification Program is met. He said other reCalloway County Hospital.
The accident occurred as have completed a week-long designed to be completed in quirements also must be met
the couple was returning training program at the three years, with a week's by the clerk prior to full cerhome from a family reunion. University of Kentucky that training each year for three tification.
The clinic at the Calloway
Mrs. Murdock was employed eventually will lead to cer- years.
County Health Center will be
The program this year was
The next program, Combs
with Dr. Elwood Brown at the tification by the International
held from 1 to 4 p.m. only on
said, will be in July 1981 at held the week of August 4, and
Westside Veterinary Clinic. A Tnstitute of Municipal Clerks.
Thursday, Aug. 28. The mornwas sponsored by UK, the
Jo Crass, Murray city clerk, UK.
1975 graduate of Calloway
ing clinic hours will not be
municipal Kentucky Department for
a
said
Combs
atshe
one
in
School,
was
11
the
of
attenHigh
County
observed.
clerk could begin the certifica- Local Government, the Area
tended Murray State Universi- dance.
Persons are asked to note
tion process at any point in the Development Districts, and
the
of
Paul
Combs of the UK
ty. She .was a member
this change of hours for
cycle and continue the Kentucky Municipal
three-year
of
Williams Chapel Church
Center for Public AdministraThursday, a spokesman for
•
until the 100- League.
program
the
in
tion, one of the sponsoring
Christ.
the Center said.
Mrs. Murdock is survived
by her husband, Bill Ed, to
whom she was married on
Oct. 13, 1978; her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby McCuiston,
two sisters, Miss Linda McCuiston and Miss Susan McHoward Damon Mathis,
Cuiston, and two brothers,
Murray, recently was
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The than 90 percent of those taking degree with emphasis in areas
Steve McCuiston and Bobby Kentucky Department of Per- the courses passed and about such as accounting, data prograduated from the Kentucky
McCuiston, Jr., all of Murray sonnel is taking an aggressive 60 percent experienced an im- cessing or management.
School of Mortuary Science in
Route 5; her grandparents, approach toward the training mediate upgrade in job
Louisville, president John
The "in-house" training
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce Mc- of state employees.
Braboy has announced.
classification, all as a result of concept is geared toward sayCuiston, Murray Route 5, and
The Division of Employee taking the coarse' trig money. -A program in
The graduation ceremonies
Mrs. Opal Emerine, Murray; Training was created with the
were held Aug. 1 at the Walnut
Vicki Whitaker developed basic secretarial skills was
her parents-in-law, Mr. and goal of developing training two levels of eight-week given four times last year at
Street Baptist Church in
Mrs. Alfred Murdock, Murray programs that stimulate state courses in shorthand and typ- one-third the cost of going to
Louisville.
Route 1.
For his high academic
employees to meet the ing. Last year about 90 outside sources. A course in
average, Howard was
challenge of state service. An employees participated in six supervisory orientation
presented the Scholastic
overall plan for instituting the of her workshops.
resulted in 543 percent savings
Achievement Award.
program was completed in
"We are now working to over going to outside sources.
February. The plan is aimed tailor our training programs
Courses in safety and first
ASHLAND, Ky. ( AP) — A at saving money for state to meet the individual needs of aid have been presented in
cold rolling mill at the government in the area of a certain agency, especially in hopes of cutting down on the
Ashland works of Armco Steel training while working to ex- the area of supervision," number of job-related inwill be shut down three or four pand and strengthen career Smith said.
juries. The cancer education
ladders for state employees.
"We have just finished program gave information on
weeks because of a fire.
"We are moving toward preparation of a 10-unit course early detection and treatment
The Triple J Evangelistic
Plant spokesman John
Association will present the Dryden said the fire occurred those goals as quickly as man- at the request of the Finance of the disease. Employees betthird annual "Good News Sunday during a minor burn- power and budget allows," Department for printing and ter informed on the subjects of
said Director of Employee duplicating supervisors and safety and cancer can result in
Celebration" at Lake Barkley ing job at the mill.
Lodge, Wednesday, Aug. 27
"The thing flashed and was Services Gene Childress. "So are now working on a program savings in state benefit prothrough Sunday, Aug. 31 at out of control immediately," far the program has been well for building superintendents grams like workers compenreceived and very suc- and janitor foremen."
he added.
7:30 p.m. nightly.
sation, sick leave and inEvangelist J. H. Maddox,
No one was injured, Dryden cessful."
"Our hopes are that other surance.
be
to
is
"Our ultimate goal
Junior will be the featured said. Officials are trying to
agencies will get involved in
Employees who recognize a
speaker, and Joe Morgan the assess the damage and the able to offer training pro- this type program," Smith ad- need for training in their area
Music Director. Special music mill is being dismantled for grams to all state employees ded. "Meeting each agency's should discuss the possibility
that purpose, he added.
here in Frankfort and specific needs is the key ele- of participation in the prowill be by The Searles Sisters.
Dress will be casual and the
Dryden said the exact dollar statewide," Childress added. ment to our training program. gram with their supervisors
public is invited, a spokesman damage will not be known for Currently the programs are That is something outsiders and agency heads.
only offered to employees in can't do as well as we can."
said.
several days.
Frankfort.
The training program is be"In the past, advancement ing coordinated with KenLOUISVILLE, Ky. (API — USDA -in state government was bas- tucky State University in Estimated receipts cattle and calves
ed to a large extent on educa- Frankfort. One part of KSU's 1000; feeders 70 percent; compared to
Monday's cline limited slaughter steers
tion and experience, but mission statement is to pro- and
heifers steady; slaughter cows
through a well-rounded train- vide job-related academic steady to firm,instances 1.00 higher, full
on cutters; bulls steady; calves
advance
ing program for state courses for state employees.
and vealers not fully tested; feeders
employees, we can supple"We are working closely steady.
Slaughter steers mixed good and
ment the other two. The pro- with the university so as not to
choice 2 and 3 mostly hoLsteins 985-1338
gram is based on rewards for duplicate training courses lb
62.50-64.25, including 30 head hoLsteins
these training which they already offer," about to arrive at 62.50-63.50; mixed
taking
lb 58.50
courses."
said training coordinator Nick standard and good 2-3 745-935
60.00; choice 24 1065 lb 71.30 late MonThe division consists of two Piacsek.
day; slaughter heifers choice 2-4 995-1030
Associate Store
full-time and one part-time
The Department of Person- lb 65.9046.10; good 2-3 920 lb 59.50,
slaughter cows utihty 1-3 45.00-49.25,
training coordinators who are nel is also in the early stages several
high dressing and high boning
charged with developing the of working out a degree pro- percent utility 49.25-51.50; cutter 1-2
programs as well as ad- gram at the university. It 42.25-47.75; canner and cutter under 800
lb 38.50-42.25.
ministering them. During the would be an associate of arts
Slaughter bulls yield grade 1 12101665
lb Indicating 78-80 carcass boning per1979-80 fiscal year, the division
cent 58.25-59.00, individual to 64.75; yield
administered a total of 24
grade 1-2 1060-1565 lb indicating 75-78
workshops in nine program
percent 55.00-58.25; yield grade 2 9151170 lb indicating 72-75 percent 2375areas. Courses included shor55,25, slaughter calves and vealers few
thand and typing skills, basic
choice 190450 lb veaders 75.00-80.00,
secretarial skills, supervisory
Three merchants in the good and choice 306-325 lb calves 67.00.
71.50; feeder steers medium frame 1 300training, basic safety and first Olympic Plaza Shopping 500
lb 78.00-65.75; 500-600 lb 74.00-79.25,
aid, and cancer education.
Center will be participating in 800-700 lb 71 50-76 75. 7004135 lb 67.0°"The most successful as far the Senior atizens* Fund 73.75; few large frame 1 600-775 lb 68 On
1978 Pontiac G.P., U Equipment, silver two
70 25, medium frame 2 300-500 lb 71 00s immediate results has been
Raising Day Aug. 28-30.
78 00; 500.700 lb 64 00-74 00. large frame
. tone paint, wire hub cops, power 50/50
the shorthand and typing
"That's It" Levi's store wil. 2 mostly holstein' 300-500 lb 63 00-73.50.
lb 57 0045 00; 700465 lb 57 00: seats, power windows, power door locks,
skills," said Training Coor- donate $1 to the senior citizens 500-700heifers
medium frame 1 3010-600 lb
,1 75;
"More
dinator
Smith.
Rae
R.W., defog, tilt wheel, AM/FM stereo,
program for each pair of Including fleshy offerings 6506.7250.
lb 83 0649.00; medium frame 2
500-700
Levi's sold. A special price of 300-500 lb 59.0047 00; 500-700 lb 57 00
power sun roof, cruise control. Miles 51,xxx.
$13.95 will be put the blue 64.00.
FederalsStete Market News Service
:1100044F
Hogs 1000; compared to Moods, 4
August 28, 1980
jeans (straight, boot cut or
close barrows end gilts 50-75 lower, US
Kentucky Purcluae Area Hog Market
55,600.00
bottoms).
bell
1-2 220240 lb 49 7540.10; US 2 220240 lb
Reportincludes.Buying Stations
Vernon's will have cowboy 4950-4975, US 5-3210-245 lb 49 00-49 50,
Receipts: Act. 4119 Fat 450 Barrows &
Gilts 56 lower Sows steady to 91.00 lower
245-265 lb 411.50-49 00. 1-3 110.190 lb 43 011
along
sale,
with
other
for
hats
US 1-2 2104401bs
1048.5049 00
45 50, 150-180 lb 2050-39 00; sows 2 00
US 2210-250 lbs
items includeing shoes, boots, lower, US 1-2100-300 lb 41 00-42 00 35n
948.25-48 7!
Keep That Great GM Feeling With Genuine.GM Ports
(15 2-3 240-260 lbs.
$47.25-48 25
clothes and novelty items. 400 lb 42 00-43 00, 400-450 lb 43 00.4-4 00.
US 2-4 290-260 lbs.
450-500 lb 44 00-45 00. 500450 lb 46 00•
Proceeds will go to the senior 46 75;•few 4000-49 25. boars over 3501h
Sows
•• US 1-2 270-350 lbs
1480641.00
.
38.00-40.25, under 350 lb 29 50-35 25.
program.
citizens
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
40111
753-2617
Sheep 25. represented claues 'lady,
The Majestic Steak House slaughter
.942,10.46.50
• US 14 450-000 lbs.
lambs choke and prime SSW
1.38 1-3 5404501bs.
00011.47.30
fund
a
by
box
have
will
raising
MAO, feeders choice•nd ferry 05 00.
lb
US 2-3100.600 Its
..1111.0041111"
.116;"AO;
native lambs 51 00
Boers 34.00-36.00
the cash register.

To Lead To Certification

Clerks Complete Program

Clinic Hours Will
Be In Afternoon

r

State Employee Training
Takes Aggressive Approach

Howard D. Mathis
Graduates From
Mortuary School

Evangelistic Group
To Present Program
At Barkley Lodge

Ashland Cold Rolling
Mill To Be Closed

Livestock Market

It's Our Anniversary

associate professor of
psychology and director of the
university's Center for
Academic Advisement, again
will teach the class.
It was Ward who initiated
the class and developed its
course of study in 1976. A
member of the Murray faculty
since 1969, she was married to
the late Bob Ward, Murray
restaurant operator, who died
in March of this year. He had
been ill with a heart ailment
since 1973.

-Psychology of Death,"
course designed to deal with
the psychological and emotional preparations for the
physical death, again will be
offered this fall as an evening
class at Murray State University.
The class, which will be
limited to 20 participants, will
meet Tuesdays from 6 to 9
p.m.in Roam 211 of Wells Hall
with the first meeting scheduled for Sept. 2.
Dr. Machree Ward, an

A student-participation,
seminar-type program, the
class will deal with such topics
HS

The feeling of death of one's
self as well as of others; the
feelings of a terminally ill person; widower or widowhood;
suicide; sudden infant deaths;
the legal, medical and
religious aspects of dying;
funeral planning and death
education- where it should be
taught, how and at what level.
Assisting as discussion
leaders will be area funeral
directors, ministers, lawyers,
physicians and government
officials.
Individuals wishing to enroll
in the class should contact the
Beasley is a student at Mur- office of the dean of admissions in Sparks Hall without
ray State University.
He mother, Mrs. Kay 0. delay.
The registration fee for KenBeasley, lives at 1103 Elliston,
tucky residents is $23 per
Old Hickory,Tenn.
undergraduate credit hour
BOIL NUTS
and $32 per graduate credit
Boil nuts in water for 3 to 5 hour. The fee per credit for
minutes and let them cool non-Kentucky residents is
before cracking in order to somewhat higher for both
remove the meats whole.
levels.

Cadet Catina Beasley
Gets Leadership Work
FORT RILEY, Kan.—Cadet
Catina K. Beasley, daughter
of T. Wayne Beasley, Route 3,
Murray, recently received
practical work in military
leadership at the Army ROTC
advanced camp at Fort Riley,
Kan.
The five-week ROTC advanced camp provided an opportunity for cadets to develop
and demonstrate leadership
capabilities in a field training
environment.
Most cadets fulfilled their
advanced camp requirement
during the summer between
their junior and senior years
in college. However, there
were a number of graduating
seniors who received Army
commissions at the completion of camp.

Back To
School Specials
All Shoes

20%

Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at 11
a.m. CST today furnished to The Murray
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan
Corp.,of Murray,
Industrial Avenr6e
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
GA P
General Care
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Hardee'
Heublem
I.B.M
Jerico
Kmart
Kulm's Big K
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wendy's

We Now Have

4 78
48 unc
6 unc
53% unc
11%-ht

FdP

roP-op, as
All Jeans

1244-1-Vs
17%+%
55+%
1974+%
23%+%
16%
4394+64
19+64
3154+64
6714+%
28%b,29a
23%-%
444-94
29% tuu
2954+94
3864+64
37+94
187kb, 19a

/0 OFF
Sp•cials Good Throe Avg. 30
(Layaway Early For Fall)

We Accept Visa
Master Charge
Layaways

The Decor Store

Phone
753-3642

Bel-Air Decor
Bel-Air Shopping Center

Extra Nice
Dry Sink Hutch
169

Large Early American
Corner Cupboard

525995

Pier

Merchants To Raise
Senior Citizen Funds

Ili
i
•

Hog Market

aDw in Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

Lei+.

46:71111.;

••

Fri. 8:00 p.m
Sat. 3:00 p.m.
Open 7:00 a.m

New Shipment Unfinished Furniture

Watch For Our Specials
In Thursday's Paper

:
4

HOURS:
E nnT
STORM
hr

One Of Our
Best Sellers
Two Sizes

$165"
$185°°

Ice Cream Parlor Chairs
Very Nice

Ladder Backs
Only

$2495

$4995

each

Large Nite Stands

Finished-Very
Beautiful Solid Oak
Only $6995
Dinnin. Set Also China
Hy-Klas Paints

We have everything you need to finish this furniture
Oil-Wood Stain —
Sanding Sealer —
Satin Varnish —
Gloss Varnish —
P?Iyuerthene Varnish-Satin & Gloss
Pts. Ctts. Gals.
1268 Latex
Reg. Price
$28.05

Nyillas

$1 995

2 Gal.
Pail Only

